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A strange passion is
moving in my head.
My heart has become a bird
which searches in the sky.
Every part of me goes
in different directions.
Is it really so
that the one I love
is everywhere?
Hafiz
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Introduction:

The Silsila of Love
By Maulana Sheikh Nazim

The Golden chain (Silsila) of Transmission of The Most
Distinguished Naqshabandhi Sufi Order
Bismillah ir Rahman ir Raheem
This is a holy meeting (association) and this means that Allah Almighty and His Beloved
Prophet Seyyedina Muhammad (Sal) are happy with this gathering. One kind of meeting
makes Allah and His Prophet (Sal) pleased and happy. There is another kind of meeting
which makes Allah and his messenger angry and displeased. This Meeting is one that makes
Allah Almighty and His Rasool pleased because we are meeting here today to respect and
gather for the sake of the love of Allah Almighty and His Rasool.
When you entered this masjid (mosque) you took ablution (wulu) and cleaned yourselves as
this is the house of Allah and because you know that when a person comes to the mosque he
comes to visit some one in the level of the heavens. Whoever gives respect will receive
respect and you are coming here for the sake of the love of Allah Almighty and His beloved
Prophet (Sal) and you are asking for the increase of your love towards them. Therefore
everyone who comes into a masjid must ask from His Lord Almighty Allah to increase his
love for Allah Almighty and his Beloved Prophet (Sal), because the masjid is the place in
which you can find the love of Allah Almighty.
Yes, it is not possible to find the love of Allah Almighty in the market place. The love market
of Allah Almighty’s love is the masjid. Therefore whoever comes to the mosque must ask for
the love of Allah Almighty to be given to him. Almighty Allah is happy when His servants
who come in to a masjid ask for more love.
Prophet Rasoolullah (Sal) says that when a person loves someone and repeats his name
remembering him and respecting him and particularly when this repetition is done in
increasing quantities, then this is the sign and connection of the love of that person to the
other (the one whose name is repeated) so that this love may increase. Therefore when a
servant is asking for more love from Allah Almighty he should make more Zikr (repetitive
remembrance) of the Holy Names of Allah Almighty and the more Zikr that he does, Allah
Almighty grants him more love through that Zikr.
All the Prophets came to this world to teach people how they should make Zikr for the Lord
Almighty Allah. The Seal of Prophets, also came to teach people how they should respect and
love their Lord by remembering His Holy Names by this method of making Zikr.
The Sahaba – I’kiram (Companions of the Prophet) also followed this method of Zikr and
became beloved ones in the Divine Presence. They also taught these methods of Zikr to the
Muslims who came after them. These methods of Zikr have now reached to us and we in
Tariqats are following this way.
We of the Naqshabandiya Tariqa are following the way of Siddiq ul Akbar Seyyedina Abu
Bakr Siddique (Ral) (the greatest lover of the Prophet Muhammad ( Habibullah), Abu Bakr
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Siddique (Ral) was taught this method of Zikr directly by the Prophet. Abu Bakr Siddique
(Ral) taught this method to Salman al Faris and gave hijaza (permission) to Salman.
Thereafter Salman... at this point Moulana Sheik Nazim repeats the following names of the
Grandsheiks who constitute the Golden Chain of the Most Distinguished Naqshabandiya
Tariqa. This Transmission is as follows:1. The Prophet Muhammad (Sal)
2. Abu Bakr Siddiqu (Ral) and he gave it to
3. Salman al Faris ,,
4. Qasim ,,
5. Jafar as ? Sadiq ,,
6. Typhfoor ? Al Bayazid al Bistami ,,
7. Abdul Hassan al ? Kharqani ,,
8. Abu Ali ,,
9. Yusuf al ? Hamadani ,,
10. Abdul ? Abbas (Khidr alaihisalaam) ,,
11. Abdul Khaliq al Ghujudwani ,,
12. Sheik Righwari ,,
13. Sheik Mahmud Injeel Faghnawi ,,
14. Sheik Ali ,,
15. Muhammed Baba Sammasi ,,
16. Seyyid Amir Kullali ,,
17. Shah Muhammed Naqshabandi Imam ul Tariqa ,,
18. Alauddin Muhammad al Attar ,,
19. Yaqub al Charkhy ,,
20. Ahrari ,,
21. Muhammad az Zahid ,,
22. Dervish Muhummad al Bukhari ,,
23. Khajaha Emkeneki ,,
24. Muhammad al ? Baqi ,,
25. Ahmad Faruq as Sirhindi ,,
26. Muhammad Ma?sum ,,
27. Seyfuddin ,,
28. Nur Muhammad ,,
29. Habibullah ,,
30. Abdullah ad Dehlawi ,,
31. Khalid al Baghdadi ,,
32. Sheik Ismail an Narani ,,
33. Sheik Khas Muhammad ,,
34. Muhammed Yaraghi ,,
35. Sheik Jamaluddin al Ghumuqi ,,
36. Abu Ahmed as Sughuri ,,
37. Abu Muhammad Madani ,,
38. Seyyid Sharafuddin ad Daghistani ,,
39. Sultan ul Awliya Abdullah ad- Daghistani
40. and he ordered it to me (Sheik Muhammad Nazim Adil al-Haqqani) to reach to you and
this is the way and method of our Zikr from Prophet Muhammad (Sal) up to you.
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The Naqshabandi Way is the Sufi Path adhering most closely to the practices of the Holy
Prophet (Sal), and association in this manner was his way, and the way of his companions, as
he always appointed a leader to preside in his absence.
INDEX:
1- NO NATIONALITY IN THE BROTHERHOOD OF ISLAM
2- THE NAQSHABANDI ORDER and the TRUTH OF TARIQA
3- Naqshbandi Way :DIVINE ATTRACTION and THE CONQUEST OF HEARTS
4- Naqshbandi Power : MOVING ON ETERNALLY toTHE HIGHEST LIMITS
5- RIDE YOUR EGO to REACH TO THE DIVINE PRESENCE
6- THE TANTALIZING TASTE 0f THE OCEANS OF LOVE
7- THE GUIDE AND GUIDANCE and the NEED TO FOLLOW A SHEIK
8- Come Again and Again …. Whoever you are
9- THE LOVE CENTRE OF THE HEARTS
10 - KNOW YOURSELF to find THE HIDDEN IDENTITY
11- THEE ALONE WE WORSHIP AND FROM THEE ALONE WE SEEK HELP
12- THE CHANGING OF MASTERS and the CONSENSUS OF THE TRUE
SHEIKHS
13- INTERPRETATION OF THE QURAN and THE OCEANS OF KNOWLEDGE
14- SAINTS ADDRESS THE SOULS while SCHOLARS ADDRESS THE MIND
15 - THE GENERAL AMNESTY and OCEANS OF MERCY
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1- NO NATIONALITY IN THE BROTHERHOOD OF ISLAM
Tauba, ya Rabbi, Taba, ya Rabbi, Tauba, Astaghfirullah
Shukr, ya Rabbi, Shukr, ya Rabbi, Shukr, Alhamdulillah!
Allah Almighty has sent Islam with Heavenly Rules not only for praying and worshipping but
also for arranging the relationship between people, nations and communities so that they can
govern themselves with Islam. Through Islam there will be a good relationship between and
amongst people and Shaitan will be unsuccesful. Shaitan always likes to come in between
people in order to bring enmity among them. He is the worst enemy of the children of Adam.
He loves to plant jealousy and envy that would bring about enmity among the children of
Adam. He is trying to bring every bad thing into order to destroy them. Every Fitna comes
from Shaitan and from the people who follow Shaitan from every direction. When they follow
Shaitan even the nations will become enemies to each other.
It has reached to me from old knowledge, which are from heavenly books that when the Last
Day is approaching the nations will be fighting among themselves. Before this nations were
fighting each other and now they are fighting amongst themselves. It is written that there will
come a time that the people of a nation will become enemies to each other and will be fighting
each other. Today the Muslim world is fighting amongst themselves and are running away
from the great power and greatness granted by Islam (Haybat ul Islam).
The Arabs are fighting the Arabs and the Turks are fighting the Turks. The Persians are
fighting each other and so are the Afghan people fighting each other. The Islamic world is
now fighting each other and have become enemies to each other. This is one of the biggest
signs of the approaching of Yawm al Qiyamah, the Last Days. We are in these days now and
there is no cure or solution for mankind and particularly for the Islamic world. Today, the
Muslims number about 1.5 Billion and the Holy Prophet (sal) was saying that there will be so
many people and there number will be in millions and billions but their value will only be like
what the water carries - foam. Now we are in this time and the people still do no not
understand.
The first responsibility is on the Arabs because it is through the Arab world that other nations
inherited the Holy Quran and its rules. The Arabs are however running after Western ways
now. You cannot follow the non Muslims and the Arabs are now following Western ways too.
Allah Almighty shall punish the Arab Muslims seven (7) times more than he would punish
the other Muslims.
There is no nationality in Islam. ‘Innama-l muminuna ikhwa,’ Allah Almighty says that all
believers are brothers and sisters to each other. Don’t ever say ‘I am a Turk, I am an Arab, I
am Kurdish, I am an Englishman or I am an Italian. No, we are believers, We are Muslims
and there is no other honour of being something above this. People however are following
Shaitanic ways and are instead saying ‘No Arabs are better,’ and the Turks are saying ‘We are
better than the Kurds’. The Iranians say ‘we do not care about the others and we are number
one. The Libyans, Egyptians, Somalians and the Arabs and so many others are declaring
today ‘We are the first Ones and We are number one’. All of them are on the wrong way.
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We are asking to go on true steps. Ask Allah Almighty to grant to you good, true steps. This
is because to go on the right path you need to take true steps. With wrong steps you cannot
walk on the true way. Wrong steps will only carry you and lead you to the fire as we are in it
now. This is the fire of Dunya and this is nothing compared to hell fire. Oh people! Think
on what I am saying. There is no honour for nations and to say that I am better than this one
and that one. Only those who keep the Holy Orders and take true steps will be the honoured
and accepted servants in the Divine presence. I am saying this to all the nations. No one can
object to what I am saying. If anyone objects he will be an unbeliever.
Even other religions are only calling people to accept servant hood to their Lord. They do not
call people and tell them that English people are number one and French people are number
six and Italian people and German people are this number or that. No! This is wrong. The
England church, the Roman church, the Constantinople church, the Damascus church, the
Iskandaria church, Alexandria church, all these are wrong and the only church is to follow
Allah and His orders, and not titles of Christianity or Islam. Every title that belongs to
Dunya is wrong and false.
Oh people! Try to be humble to Allah Almighty so that He may call you, “Oh My servants.”
This is honour to us. To so many people Allah Almighty will not be addressing them as “My
servants.” Instead He will d order the angels to bring, “the servants of shaitan” and they will
be brought to the Divine Court. He never addresses these people as ‘My servants.’ To be
called by the term ‘My servants’ is the highest rank and the highest honour in the Divine
Presence. To be addressed, ‘Oh My servant X, oh My servant Y or oh My servant Z, come!’
is honour.
Sultan ul Arifin, Bayazid Al Bistami was once saying, “Everyone is fearing about the Last
Day, but I am however waiting, expecting and wanting to reach to that Day only to hear even
once ‘Oh Abu Yazid, My servant, come for your judgment, come. It is enough honour for me
up to eternity to hear Allah Almighty addressing me, ‘Oh! Abu Yazid, My servant come.’
This is so tasteful for me. This is so sweet for me. This is enough for me through all eternity.
I am not in need of paradise. Allah Almighty’s addressing me without stopping and
continuously for always is making me drunk with pleasure with sweetness and with
everything. Ohhhhhh…..’
Oh people therefore try so that you too will be called ‘Oh My servant come to me.’ It is
indeed very sad and unlucky not to be called by your name in the Divine Presence, and to this
type of people Allah Almighty will order His angels, “Ask that servant, did I not create him,
did I not give everything he wanted and he was never giving Me, My rights nor was he
keeping My respect or My glory. Look at that servant. He never did all this. Take him away.
Don’t bring him to My Divine Presence.”
Oh people time is over now. Everything should also be over. Everyone will die. If not today
they will die tomorrow. If not this year they shall die the next year. One day surely death
shall come to them and everybody will be taken away. Therefore be careful and think about
how you will be addressed by Allah Almighty on the Day of Judgment, on the Day of
Resurrection.
May Allah forgive me and bless you for the honour of the most honoured one in His Divine
Presence, Seyyadina Muhammed (sal).
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2- THE NAQSHABANDI ORDER and the TRUTH OF TARIQA
The ways of real faith, the ways that our Holy Prophet Muhammad (Sal) showed us through
Abu Bakr as-Siddiq (ral) and Seyyidina Ali (ral) and which were passed down through the
Companions (Sahaba) of the Prophet Muhammad (sal) and Awliya (saints) to us are known
as the Way of the Tariqats. While Shariah teaches us worship, Tariqat teaches us the way to
keep Adab (good manners) with our Lord and to attain to His Divine Presence.
There are two kinds of Iman, faith. One is real and the other is imitative. The real brings light
to the heart of a person, until then he is only imitating faith. The signs of real faith are three.
The first is the ability to listen to the tasbih ( Zikr paying praise and respects to their Lord) of
all creatures. According to Quran there is nothing in existence that does not do tasbih (glorify
the Lord), not even inanimate objects. The second is Allah’s opening of his heart to the
fountain of wisdom, giving knowledge of all things in existence, their position and their
purpose. Thirdly, there are no more veils between him and Barzakh, the heavenly worlds. He
may meet anyone any Prophet or Saint from Barzakh without hindrance. Until these three
signs appear know that you are veiled and not open to the light of Iman. Tariqats are
preparing Murids (follerwers) for real faith. The meaning of Murid is one who is asking for
real faith.
The Prophet (Sal) said to keep religion in this time is more difficult than keeping burning coal
in one’s hand. We must be patient in the face of adversity. Allah gives to those who are
enduring disliked trials, endless reward. This is the way of real faith, like the way of Prophets
and Awliya, to endure the badness of people.
There are many veils between us and our heavenly positions. The training that a Murid
undergoes at the hands of his Sheikh is to prepare him for the Divine Presence. As the Murid
passes each trial, veils are removed by his Sheikh until finally all veils are removed and the
Murid is in the Divine Presence.
Only someone who has attained to the Divine Presence and has been authorized by the Holy
Prophet Muhammad (Sal) has the knowledge to remove these veils. Therefore, in Order for
one to attain to the Divine Presence, one must give allegiance to the Sheikh of a Tariqat by
taking Bayyath (Connection or Oath of Allegiance) from him and follow his teachings. When
a Murid obeys his Sheikh’s every command, in doing so he would be passing all the trials
given to him and thereby achieving a position of trust with his Sheikh. When the Sheikh finds
the Murid trustworthy, he rends the veils between the Murid and the Divine Presence. When
each veil is removed the Murid is treated to a new experience where new horizons of
knowledge are made available to him. With the removal of each veil also comes Certainty
(yakeen). The Murid’s faith becomes established in this manner and continues to do so until
he completely submits to the will of Allah Almighty.
All Tariqats are ways to the Divine Presence. The Sheikh of a Tariqat is able to communicate
with his Sheikh who is able to communicate with his Sheikh and so on till the end of the chain
where the first Sheikh of the Tariqat is in communication with the Holy Prophet Muhammad
(Sal). The Sheikh is also directly in communication with the Holy Prophet Muhammad (Sal).
In addition to this, in attaining the Divine Presence the Sheikh was given higher and secret
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knowledge. By this method the Sheikh has perfect guidance in everything. We are in darkness
and in need of lights, the light of Prophethood to inform us what is ahead generally, and the
light of Sainthood to guide us to our personal destinations.
Our destination is Heaven. We can’t see it unless by a distinguished Order from Allah and His
Prophet (sal). Reality is a precious thing, not given to many. In this time, for a real connection
to the Prophet Muhammad (Sal), the only way open is through the Naqshabandi Tariqat. The
Holy Prophet (Sal) said of the last times that, the only gate open would be the gate of Abu
Bakr as-Siddiq (Ral) which is the origin of the Naqshabandi Tariqat.
During the Hijra (migration) of the Holy Prophet (Sal) he was accompanied by Abu Bakr asSiddiq (ral) to Medina, they took refuge in the cave of ?Thaur? from their antagonists. While
in the cave, Abu Bakr as-Siddiq (ral) in utmost fear for the plight of Islam, said to the Holy
Prophet (sal) “our enemies are so many and we are only two” . The Holy Prophet (Sal) replied
“No, we are thre”. He meant that apart from the two of them there was also Allah Most High.
At which instant was heard a myriad of voices saying “Allahu Allahu Allahu Haqq” which is
the Oath of Allegiance to the Naqshabandi Tariqat. This was the birth of the Naqshabandi
Tariqat.
At this moment Abu Bakr as Siddiq (ral) summoned the spirits of all those who were chosen
on the Day of Promises to be the 7007 Imams of the Naqshabandi Tariqat into the cave. They
in turn summoned the souls of all those who were chosen to be their Murids on the Day of
Promises into the cave. The myriad of voices in the cave belonged to the souls of all future
followers of the Naqshabandi Tariqat and who were with Allah Most High at that instant.
Only those who were present in the cave of Thaur on that day would be destined to become
followers of the most distinguished Naqshabandi Tariqat from that time till “Qiyama”.
The Naqshabandi Order originated in the Heart of the Prophet Muhammad (sal), and its
authority was passed down through Abu Bakr (ral) from one Master to the next in an
unbroken chain of succession reaching into our time. To the heart of Abu Bakr (ral), the first
Khalipha, the Prophet passed on the full inner truth of his teachings. Since Abu Bakr, among
all the Prophet’s (sal) companions, was the only one to receive the full inner truth from the
Prophet’s heart, the Naqshabandi Order inherits the fullest and finest of these Prophetic
teachings. For as the Holy Prophet, in a well-known tradition, said: “Everything that has been
poured into my heart I have poured into the heart of Abu Bakr”. Abu Bakr (ral) was called
“Siddiq” or “The Completely Veracious One”.
The station of “Siddiq” is the highest of all stations after the Station of Prophethood. Whoever
receives his spiritual education through the teachings of the Naqshabandi Order may hope to
reach, finally, to the Station of “Siddiq”, the Station of Absolute Truthfulness. In every
religion this Station of “Siddiq” is the utmost horizon of devotion to the Truth, particularly in
Islam. We thank Allah Almighty for His leading us toward that level, towards a brightness
that is like the most shinning planet in the sky, Venus, among the other stars and planets. We
are yet beginners seeking to reach that level and we pray that our Lord will not look at our
shortcomings but grant us His Divine Help so that we may reach that distant goal.
Therefore, the Tariqat-an-Naqshbandiyya, (as it is passed down through Abu Bakr AsSiddiq), activates the souls of the Murids to whatever extent the Murid can bring his desires to
accord with the desires of his Sheikh. The first step though is to start on the lowest level,
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using the way of the four Imams. If you do not come down to the lowest level you can’t reach
higher levels.
Mowlana Sheikh Nazim (qad) says, “I am someone who has been authorized as guidance on
that perfect way of the distinguished Naqshabandi Order. The Naqshabandi Tariqat is like a
sky covering the whole world. No-one can escape out of it because it includes all the ways, it
is perfect and it is the shortest”.
“I have been ordered to make clear to you, that anytime when anyone is losing control over
themselves and is in a difficult position, they can be in contact with my heart immediately, if
they just think about me, they will make a relation with me immediately. They just need to
remember me, and that will make me look at him or her. That connection will make a power
run through you quickly and you will be protected from falling into a dangerous situation. It is
not my spiritual power, but I am in connection with a chain that is connected to our Lord
through Saints. I am the last part of the chain which reaches you. It is like a plug which you
can connect with electricity”.
The “Naqsh” is a tattoo or an impression. If we haven’t been patience enough to have this
tattoo made, what about the “Naqsh” on the heart? The “Naqsh” of the heart is “Allah”.
Whoever wants that “Naqsh” on his heart will come to the Naqshabandi Way. It is the highest
way in all religions. Once that tattoo is made, man will be always with his Lord. At that time
his mortal personality will be effaced and he will be a representative of his Lord among
Mankind. He will leave his ego behind and become a pure, purified, “private” servant of his
Lord. No more personality, his heart is stamped, “Allah”.
The Seal of Prophets, Muhammad, (Peace be upon him) taught his companions, above all else
association, by taking them as his companions, by entering them into association with him.
Accordingly, the Inheritors of the Prophet, the Naqshabandi Masters, stress the importance of
“Sohbet”, association with the Sheikh, as the essential pillar in the training of seekers. Shah
Naqshaband, the illustrious Imam of the line of Masters that we follow, the Imam after whom
the Path is named and without whom there would be no Naqshabandi Tariqat, always used to
repeat in his assemblies: “Our Way is Sohbet, association, and all good things result from
congregating”. He furthermore stated that if anyone attended an assembly of this way even for
five or ten minutes, he would derive such immense spiritual benefit from that brief encounter
so as to outweigh the benefits that would be gained by seven years of supererogatory worship.
Another important point to understand is that whenever any group of our brothers or sisters
meet for the sake of Allah Almighty, unanimously joining their hearts with the Masters of this
way, that meeting will attain to the level of an association with the kind of beneficial effects
just described. Don’t make the mistake of thinking that the only beneficial meeting is the one
where the Sheikh is physically in attendance. When our brothers or sisters meet, one of them
must be the channel for inspiration to come from the Sheikh, one must speak and the others
listen; one must take from the Sheikh and the others, through him from the Sheikh. The
Naqshabandi Way is the Sufi Path adhering most closely to the practices of the Holy Prophet
(Sal), and association in this manner was his way, and the way of his companions, as he
always appointed a leader to preside in his absence.
The End
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3- THE MOST DISTINGUISHED NAQSHABANDI WAY
DIVINE ATTRACTION and THE CONQUEST OF HEARTS
It is more important to be able to conquer hearts than to conquer the whole world. This is very
important. The special attribute of Rasoolullah (sal) was to conquer the hearts of people.
When hearts are conquered they come to surrender. Rasoolullah (sal) worked for thirteen
years to establish faith. To establish Iman. When he established Iman he was able to conquer
the hearts of people because the centre of Iman (Makkarun Iman) is the heart. This is how the
Companions (Sahaba) of the Prophet Muhammad (sal) surrendered to Allah Almighty and
were able to reach to the level of Rasoolullah (sal). This was the way by which they reached
to the light of Iman (Noor ul Iman) and then this method reached out to the far east and far
west and to all places.
Therefore today we are in need of “Conquerors of Hearts” and not Doctors of Law (Shariat).
Yes, we need people who are able to conquer the hearts of people and thereafter to be able to
control these hearts. If after conquering hearts they are not controlled, Shaitan can easily
come back again to take control. There is no way of conquering hearts except by the
methodology of zikr and by the way of tariqats- sufi Orders.
Today the spiritual power in all the other forty tariqats (all tariqats except Naqshabandi) have
come to a standstill. Amongst the forty-one tariqats accepted by the Ahli Sunnat wa Jamaah,
forty of them have now come to a halt. There is no more spiritual power. Only a temporarily
renewed power may come sometimes to them. These forty tariqats were once like forty
fountains or forty taps which were running with Divine Blessings. Today all of them have
stopped and there are no more blessings coming from them, which can conquer the hearts of
people and control them. This can only be done today by the naqshabandi tariqat because no
other tariqat has Kamil ul Irshad (perfect spiritual attraction).
The people of the other tariqats who are keeping zikr have only been authorized previously
(tabarukaah). They have been authorized to recite or to make zikr but as for Irshad (attraction)
they have no power. When their Sheikh dies or passes away they are not able to continue with
at least someone equal to that previous Sheikh’s power. Therefore this power keeps gradually
fading and declining.Today there is a need for much more power and for more authorized
people to make Irshad (attraction) and to be able to conquer hearts, to open the hearts of
people and to control them. If any of you know of such a person in these other tariqats please
be good enough to inform me of them.
Through the East and through the West all these tariqats are now only officially functioning
and you cannot find real power in them. As for the people who follow these tariqats, they only
get a little bit of refreshment from zikr when they sit for these zikrs. When they get up and
leave there is no more power to control them. This is the sign of the approaching of Mahdi
(alai). It is also the same for the Ulema (Doctors of Law and learned men). Their spirituality is
also failing. Today there are very few real Ulema to address people and to be able to teach
them what they may be in need of. The Ulema also is declining.
All power today comes through the Naqshabandi Order because this power is growing and not
decreasing, and it is able to affect the hearts of all people. The Naqshabandi Tariqat also has
Jaziba. Jazbat at Tariqat. Jaziba means attraction “Divine Attraction” it is the attraction that is
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to be able to carry the hearts of people and to control them. This only comes through the
Naqshabandi Tariqat and to whoever having his heart connected to it. We hope that Allah
Almighty makes His servants to connect their hearts. We are more than ever in need of that
power today.
We hope that quarreling and fighting may not separate people and that they become attracted
to the way of Allah Almighty. People need to have peace in their hearts by the way of zikr.
All tariqast today use only the zikr that is done with their tongues. It is only the Naqshabandi
Tariqat which uses zikr through the hearts and only this “heart zikr” can control hearts. If zikr
does not come through the heart of a person, Shaitan always reaches to that heart. When there
is zikr in one’s heart Shaitan must neccesarily escape and go away from that heart. Today the
zikr of these other forty tariqats do not enter hearts. There is no authority for them to look into
hearts and to control them. This is done today only by the way of the most distinguished
Naqshabandi Tariqat.
All Imams are using their power now only through the Naqshabandi Tariqat including
Seyyadi Abdul Qadir Jilani (qad). He is also dressed by this power so that he may control his
murids (followers) from his time till today. There is only one Imam or main pillar in the
Qadiriya Tariqat and that Imam is Muhiyadeen Abdul Qadir Jilani (qad). He is also now using
Naqshabandi power for controlling hearts. His contact is the Sultan ul Awliya (the highest
ranking saint of the time) who is in power today for the whole world. His heart is in contact
with this Sultan ul Awliya. The Imams of the other forty tariqats are also reach to this power
in the same way that Abdul Qadir Jilani (Qad) reaches this Naqshabandi Power and then they
are controlling their murids through this way.
If zikr does not reach to the hearts, the body does not surrender. If the body does not surrender
then our hearts are not yet prepared to carry real Iman (faith). zikr is what drives away Shaitan
to go out from the hearts. Neither heavenly trusts nor heavenly blessings can come to the
hearts of murids as long as Shaitan is able to approach their hearts. When Shaitan is in their
hearts they will have no “Openings,” (kashf). These murids will not able to look to Malakut
and to the Heavens, and to everything that is veiled from them. They will not be able to look
at all this except through the power and lights of zikr (noor-ul-zikr) which should reach to
their hearts. If this light of zikr reaches to their hearts they will be able to look in front of them
and behind them. They will also be able to look into the past and into the future. When they
reach to that hidden knowledge (kashf), in whichever direction that they send that light (noor),
that direction shall become clear and open to them and they shall be able to see.
Therefore, the Naqshabandi Tariqat is the way for all non-Muslims as Iman (faith) for them is
coming through that way now. The other tariqats are now not able to carry non-Muslims
except for a short time. After this short time the non-Muslims will leave. I am looking into so
many tariqats. In Europe they are only carrying non-Muslims for a short period of time. Then
after this short period these non-Muslims leave these tariqats and in the process leave Islam
also. When they come and meet with the Naqshabandi Order, this Order is able to carry
everyone from East to West.
Mahdi (alai) shall come and we hope that he will come soon. The events that are happening
today are carrying on to that big event of Dunya Zuhural -the last days. Mahdi (alai) should
come after the great war. The war is to make preparation for his mission. Therefore, first there
must be a war, and then Mahdi (alai) will come. There is no power on earth that will be able
to stop this great war except the miraculous power of Mahdi (alai). It will cease only with the
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miraculous power of Islam. Almighty Allah will show this huge power which is Islam to the
non-Muslims and to the unbelievers.
Only one power, the power of Takbir from an ocean of power will be used. Only the words
“Allahu Akbar, Allahu Akbar, Allahu Akbar” will be used to stop all the technology that the
non-Muslims and Kafirs (disbelievers) are trusting on to bring down Islam. Allah Almighty
has given that authority to Mahdi (alai) to bring down non-believers. The power of technology
shall be taken away from them and their weapons will stop working.
It is only for one Saint whohas been authorized that there is the power to switch on and off
technology. He should switch it off. Mahdi (alai) is authorized for that. During the coming of
Mahdi (alai) there shall also be with him the last Sheikh of the Naqshabandi Order. The
Naqshabandi Order has 7007 Imams and all of them are in the same rank. In the Qadiri
Tariqat there is only one Imam, who is Sultan ul Awliya Seyyadi Muhiyadeen. In
Naqshabandi 7007 have this power. Yes and the last one shall be with Mahdi (alai).
Mahdi (alai) shall look at the outward aspect, to arrange everything and every action
according to shariat without leaving anything and anyone who are against it. He is not going
to look to hearts. The hearts are left for the last Imam of the Naqshabandi Order. He would be
able to look at the hearts of all the people and to bring them under Divine Control and Shaitan
is will be prohibited to approach their hearts.
Therefore now little by little spiritual power is reaching to the East and West. This spiritual
power is working on hearts. Our mission is within limits, physically, but spiritually it is most
powerful, as unlike a physical body a spiritual body is not only one, but in number, they are as
many as mankind may need.
It is preparation time now, for hearts to accept zikrullah (remembrance of Allah) and to accept
also Noor (light) and to work on the lights of Iman (faith) so that they will be prepared to be
in the Divine Presence and in the Holy Presence of Rasoolullah (sal). We are now only
making some short practices and showing some signs on it so that it will be easy to build the
real power of the Naqshabandi Order. May Allah Almighty bless you and light up your hearts
and our hearts with His Holy Zikr.
The End
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4- Naqshbandi Power MOVING ON ETERNALLY
toTHE HIGHEST LIMITS
SPIRITUAL ROCKET POWER OF THE NAQSHABANDI ORDER
(Sheik Nazim visited a mosque in Gintota, Galle, Sri Lanka where the saint referred to is
buried. This speech was given by Sheik Nazim within the mosque premises close to the
Burial Chamber of this Saint)
Auzu billahi mina shaitan i rajeem. Bismillahi rahman ir raheem ? La hawla wala quwatha
illa billah il aliyil aleem ? Bismilla Seyedi ya waliallah ? I am asking permission from this
Saint who is buried here to let me speak on tariqat. I am receiving what I am now saying from
the Sahib of this Maqam. I am the guest of this saint and he is my host and we are today in his
holy presence. What he is saying to me I am now passing on to you. Although it is not for me
to speak by my self in the presence of such a host, he is requesting me to speak. He says that
as he is my host and I am his guest that I must speak. In this way he is giving a spiritual
connection to us.
Now I am going to explain to all of you and this explanation will not be in my words but his
words. He wants me to speak about what is shariat and what are tariqats. Firstly we must
know that all prophets are called us to Allah Almighty?s Divine Presence. They are teaching
us and thus they are always our teachers. Allah Almighty ordered his beloved Prophet
Muhammed (Sal) saying “Oh My beloved Prophet stand up and call people towards me.”
Allah Almighty is inviting His servants to His Divine Presence. We are now asking “How are
we to come to you, My Lord?”
When you are about to go on a pilgrimage to Mecca the first thing that your find out is as to
where Mecca is, and then how to get there. Then you think about the things that you should
take with you when you are going on such a long journey. You then prepare yourself with
your passport and your food items and luggage. Then you take a car to Colombo and from
there you board on to a plane, and then fly to Hijaz (Saudi Arabia). In the same manner, when
you are on your journey to Almighty Allah you need the shariat, which is your food and
luggage that you need to take along with you to the Divine Presence. Tariqat is the journeys
passage (the way). All tariqats are ways that take people to the Divine Presence.
There are forty-one tariqats which are like a wide road (Autobahn) or highway as is to be
found in Europe. Many modes of travel take place on this type of highway. For example,
pedestrians, lorries, mini buses, cars and speed cars, all travel on this highway. All of them are
heading in the same direction. In the same way all the tariqats are also reaching towards this
same destination-their destination is the Divine Presence. If one does not get up he cannot
walk. Even if one walks that is a way, a tariqat.
As I said before there are at present forty one tariqats. Out of these forty-one tariqats, forty of
them are using the spiritual power of ?La ilaha illallah? to move towards Allah. The
Naqshabandi Tariqat uses the Zikr, ?Allah?, ?Allah?, ?Allah?, as their main zikr to reach to
this destination. If the other tariqats are using the speed of jet planes, the Naqshabandi Tariqat
is going at the speed of a rocket. This is because when a servant says ?La ilaha illallah? his
nafs (ego) catches hold of him and he is not able to move forward with full power.This is
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because when he says ?La ilaha illallah? (there is no God but Allah), his nafs prompts him to
say La ilaha illa ana, (there is no God but me). Therefore their program slows down and like
planes they can reach only to a limit. Rockets cut through gravity and get out. As mentioned
earlier because the Naqshabandi Tariqat uses as their main Zikr “Allah” there is no more nafs
with them and they destroy their ego and kill it.
Planes might come down, but rockets never. Perhaps they may move on from the atmosphere
of this earth and move on eternally. This is the way of the Naqshabandi Tariqat. Planes move
from one continent to another but rockets move from the earth to the highest skies and
beyond. Those who are asking to reach only to the sky (sama) may use one of the forty
tariqats, and as for those who are asking to reach to the highest limit (Sidurathul Muntaha)
they must use the way of the Naqshabandi Tariqat.
This information which I give you is only a drop from an ocean. When you come to me with a
thimble and ask me to put the ocean in it, how can I do that as the listeners cannot take in
more than their capacity? It is always impossible. Yes, it is not possible to talk about these
things for more than half an hour. But this is enough.
The End
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5- RIDE YOUR EGO to REACH TO THE DIVINE PRESENCE
May Allah not leave us in the the hands of our dirty ego. Beware of your ego. It is your
biggest enemy, cutting off your way to Allah. It says, “Serve me,” “Bow to me,” and “Leave
every will and desire except for mine.” “I am everything, and your are my slave.”
Worship and fasting is to take away your ego. To make it weak, then die. This is because as
long as your ego gives orders, and you are working under its command, you wont be able to
reach to anything from the Divine Presence. There is only one Sultan and you must be His
servant.
Tariqat is training for reaching to good manners. You must forget and oppose your ego, and
then accept and be happy with the Will of your Lord. Don’t be heedless of glorifying your
Lord, because then you will be imprisoned by your dirty ego, like a lion in a cage. For every
moment that you are heedless, some damage or punishment comes to you. Even a short
moment may become a curse on you.
All people are so friendly with their egos. They ask of it, “What are you ordering”? “O my
ego, O my sultan,” “Whatever you want, Whatever you wish, I must prepare it for you” “I am
your slave and you are my Sultan.” Finally, they will die, and their bodies will have a bad
smell. The ego is a fully foolish one, but he is introducing himself as a mighty one. It says,
“You must obey me,” “I don’t like any partner.” “I am the first and I am the last for you.”
“All respect and praise that you give must be for me.” People are mostly lazy, and they are
following their ego. (which is the laziest one amongst creatures.)
Your physical being cannot reach to the vastness of the world. But your spiritual being, that
is something else. As much as we grant it more, from heavenly worlds, our spiritual being
may reach to this vastness. In the beginning, when Allah Almighty created our nafs, He said,
“Go forward,” and the nafs went back. That is its nature, never to accept its Lords commands.
Allah Almighty honoured man to be His servants, and his nafs always comes in the way, to
prevent him from obeying his Lord.
Every Prophet, brought methods from Allah Almighty, for training our ego so that we can
say, “O my Lord, I surrender to you.” But your ego says to Allah, “No, I will not surrender.”
When Allah asked our ego, “Who are you?”, the ego answered, “I am myself, and you are
yourself.” “You are You, and I am myself.” So Allah Almighty ordered for the ego to be put
in fire for one thousand years. He then took the ego out and asked it the same question. The
ego replied, :”You are You and I am that me.” So he was ordered to be put into the cold hell
for one thousand years, after which he was asked, “Who are you?” and it answered in the
same way as before. Then it was ordered to be put into the valley of hunger for one thousand
years, after which he was again called and asked again this same question, and this time it
replied, “You are my Lord, and I am your servant.”
The ego always says, “I have Lordship.” Lordship is only for Allah. We are servants, but we
do not want to declare that we are such! The Prophet Muhammad (sal) brought the order
from Allah for fasting. When it comers to hunger the ego comes down, and says, “No longer
am I claiming to be Lord in front of you.” “I am your weak servant, and you are my Lord.”
The one who can’t control himself, is terrible and dangerous. Fasting gives you the capability
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to put control on your ego, so that it listens to you. You may say, “do” and it does, or say,
“Stop,”, and it stops. Therefore, from the beginning up to the end, fasting is the main pillar
of servanthood. Without it no one may reach to be a real servant, because the ego is always
winning otherwise. It takes a ride on your back and says, “Follow me.”
Keep control of yourself, and try to have control of your ego. May Allah forgive us and give
us the power and capability to control our ego’s.
If Allah Almighty ordered for us to take a feather, or a flower, five times a day inside a
mosque, or even just from one room to another, the ego would still object and say, “It is
difficult,” and, “For what is this?” Your ego makes you to fear. It says, “I can’t control
anger.” To swallow it at the beginning seems so difficult, but if you persist with the intention
to swallow it, it will finally make you happy. You will say, “Ooh, it is so sweet, to keep
myself from the harm of anger.”
Allah is asking that we move up to heavenly levels, from worldly levels. The ego, enjoys
worldly things, not spiritual things. (As the night does not benefit from the sun). Turn your
body to face Qibla, and your soul to face heavens (Allah). The biggest favour from Allah is to
be able to enter His divine presence. This is our last wish and hope.
Ask to take away your ego, and what it is looking to. Stop asking to enjoy this world.
He knows when we spend our physical power, for something which is not for Him, but for our
ego’s happiness. We do this during the whole day, but our egos are never content.
As much as you are working for your ego that much will be the burden you carry and it will
be heavy. We do countless acts for the ego, and the ego ends up saying, “Ahh! what have you
done for me?” Even if you were to work twenty-four hours a day to satisfy your ego, he will
still say that you are a lazy one.
If anyone were to give for Allah, what they give for their ego, they would be able to fly. You
are more than a slave of your ego, but it says that you take no care for it. It is very important
to know that your ego (nafs) will never be pleased with you. But if you were to do just a small
part of what you have been doing for your ego, for Allah instead, He will give you pleasure,
satisfaction and hope through your heart, which will then run through your entire physical
body. Which means your physical body will never die, or go to dust. In the grave it will
never smell bad, and you will arrive on Judgment Day with the same body you had in this life.
The will not be for others.. It will be known who the real believers, in Divine Service, were
and who were for the service of their ego’s.
The one who is spending his life’s powers for Divine Service will be honoured. My
Grandsheikh Abdullah said that people are either asking to manifest themselves, or to vanish
themselves. This is the summary of all shariats (heavenly laws). Take good care of this.
Every person is doing one of these two things. Making his ego to grow up, or making it to
vanish. What a person does is either the manifestation of his own existence, or the vanishing
of his own existence. Everyone’ s ego likes to manifest its existence, and it uses every
possibility to bring itself into existence and say, “I am here.” The other choice is to vanish
from your own existence. But mostly people, we may say ninety-nine from one hundred,
prefer to manifest themselves.
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Allah Almighty desires from His servants, that they make themselves to vanish (Ifna’alWujud) You have to choose between these two things- to be with your animal, or to be with
your Lord. The person who loves to manifest his ego can be thrown away with the rubbish.
He is useless. Why do you think people are reluctant to come into Tariqat?
If you stay with yourself, you can’t enter the Real Presence. Verily the God-fearing are in
paradises, with rivers flowing, in a position of sincerity, in the presence of The All Powerful
King (Quran). Al-Muktadi. The All Powerful. This name of Allah has an unreachable
meaning, even to all Prophets, or by the power of all Awliya and Jinn.
How many people have upto date died with their egos, and were buried with their animal?
When you agree to leave your ego, our Grandsheikh will say, “Most welcome to our tariqat.”
To enter the Holy Prophet Muhammad’s (sal) presence, it is obligatory to vanish your ego.
For purpose do you think you are making zikr, keeping to your awrad, praying at night and
fasting in the day? Still the evil and dirty ego sits on your back and with every step you take,
it says, “I am here, I am here, I am here.” Therefore you are on the lowest level.
Manifestation (ithbat) or Vanishing (ifna) the ego is the point. The murid should decide
between one of these two. If he leaves his ego, he will be with his Sheikh, with the Holy
Prophet Muhammad (sal) and with Allah Almighty. In the Human there is nafs (ego). The
animals have nafs also, but their nafs are only for controlling themselves and their off spring.
The animal’s nafs is used as an instinct. Without it they would not even be able to eat. The
wish or desire, to eat, drink, and to continue their species, comes from nafs.
But the ego (nafs) is a test for humankind, so that they may win high stations, (or not). Who
resists the ego reaches to higher Sriritual Stations- Maqams. There is something to gain.
Everyone must ask for more power to save their spirituality and souls from their egos
imprisonment. The ego is assaulting our spiritual being and is never leaving it to take
heavenly support, or to reach to the level of Real Believers. Therefore we are in need at
occasion, to ask for much more support, and food for our spirituality.Our Naqshabandi way is
not for everyone, because not everyone can hold it. To become a Naqshabandi, you must
wage war with and break down your nafs, making it to be zero.
If anyone takes their nafs under their control, they will be called, “Come.” Only a mindless
person will insist to go with his donkey to the presence of the Sultan. You cannot! You must
leave your nafs. When you say that you have finished with existing, then you can go. Millions
of people are saying that they are Naqshbandi, but if you touch them just a little bit, they kick.
If you come from behind or in front, they kick and bite! If you don’t leave your donkey, you
cannot become Naqshbandi, which is a hard discipline, and nothing less. (So you are not
there).
If you are representing you own nafs, there is nothing to take, and they might as well send you
to the stable, to be with the horses and donkeys, who are stamping on the ground, and moving
their heads around. Don’t kick other people. Don’t argue and fight with people, and don’t
interfere with other peoples affairs. Be busy with your own nafs. Don’t say that you are
better than anyone. Anyone who says this belongs in the stable.
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You must accept all people. People of every kind. Allah is creating as He likes, and He can
create anyone in any way. So you must look to the Creator and like what He has created.
Allah liked it and created it, so you must say that you like it also. You must bring down your
nafs. You don’t know who is who and what secrets they have.
If someone is tied to his nafs, we may easily see their bad side. But you must forget that and
look inside for the jewel. Don’t just accept the bad side and look to the reality of the nafs.
Remember the jewel. Don’t say that you don’t like someone. If you look carefully, you have
the same things too. Allah will say, “You rejected that servant, when you also had the same
values.”You rejected him, but you couldn’t even throw those same things away from yourself.
Be busy to find the goodness in each other. Then the way to Allah becomes closer and
shorter. You may reach. The doors will be opened for you. If not you will remain with your
ego (nafs).
If Allah did not give value to that person, He would not have created him. It is not the way to
find someone’s bad things and to bring them out. This does not free you from your nafs.
Don’t think that in the presence of Allah you are more valuable. All people are against each
other, not liking each other, jealous of each other, or enemies of each other. But in reality
they are all the same.
Don’t let your nafs get in front of you, or they will take you to the sewers, to become a rat.
All Prophets invited people to a clean and honourable life. Your egos are like rats that say,
“What are we doing in clean water?” “Our water is sewage.”
Twentieth century people are against Prophets, especially the Last Prophet Muhammad (sal),
because he is inviting us to clean waters. All people are making themselves to be high up, and
not on the earth. They claim, “I am higher than you”, and the other one says, “No, I am
higher than you.” Both of them are speaking through their egos only. People of this life are
competing amongst themselves, to be higher in the material world. Allah Almighty does not
likes this. No. He likes that we compete with each other for being closer to His Divine
Presence.
Simple life gives satisfaction to the soul. We must be happy to sleep on the floor. We must be
happy to be altogether. We must be happy to walk, and we must be happy with what we are
facing from other people. I am trying to change the power, from the hands of your ego, to
your spirituality.
Really our nafs (ego) was created not to harm ourselves. No. It is like an electric cable
without the protective covering and this may harm you. You cannot touch it and you cannot
use it. Therefore you lose the big chance which Allah Almighty grants to you. But with
protection we may touch it. If were to ask, “Why is that harmful wire inside,?” and that if
you take it out from the plastic, it would have no more use?, then you would have lost that
huge power. Our ego (nafs), is such a big grant from Allah Almighty. The Prophet
Muhammad (sal) was saying that it is your horse, which you may ride on, to wherever you
want to reach.
It may take you up to the highest point of creation, but yet you ask, “Why is an ego put inside
us?”
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If we had no ego, we would be like angels. But Allah Almighty was asking to create a new
creature, one hundred percent different from Angels. (For a reason, purpose and wisdom.) So
He created Adam (alai) and gave him nafs. If He had not have given him nafs, Adam would
have been the same as the Angels. Without this nafs, without this horse, you cannot reach to
the honour which Allah Almighty granted, to those creatures who have nafs. This is a big
wisdom, that must be understood.
Allal Almighty says, “Use your ego (nafs), and come to me.”
When Abu Yazid Al-Bistami (ral), reached to the Divine Presence, and asked to enter, Allah
Almighty said, “O Abu Yazid, now leave your nafs and come to me.” Which also means the
main purpose of nafs, is to make you to reach from the lowest level to the highest level. Like
a plane takes a person to the destination that they like. If a plane takes you from here to
Germany, you cannot then ask the plane to take you to your bedroom. No. The plane says to
you that you must come down and walk. It says, “I can’t come.” “My limit finishes here.” :
“Leave me and go.” Therefore anyone asking to reach to the Divine Presence must use his or
her nafs as a horse. But when entering to your Lords Divine Presence, He says, “Leave your
horse outside, then come.”Your horse is your nafs. You can’t enter inside a palace to the
Royal Presence with your horse. No.
If you are able to use your nafs, it will be your servant, up to the Divine Presence. When you
arrive howerver, its importance is finished, and you may tell it to go back. (As a plane does,
to take new passengers.) The ego is the wildest and most disobedient creature ever created. It
has the worst characteristics, which represent the whole animal world within itself. Animals
which live close to people, animals from the jungle, and the most terrible and dangerous
animals. Their characteristics, all put together, are given to our ego.
No creature is more powerful than our ego, and no creature is more useful also. It may take
us from the lowest level, to the highest. Yes, it is so dangerous and powerful, and its work is
also important. No other means may take mankind from the lowest level to the highest. Allah
created nafs and gave them to man and Allah never creates without wisdom. He said, “I
created the children of Adam (alai) to be My Deputies.”
You know that a Sultan, when he is among his solders, will ride the fastest, most powerful
horse (not an old one, or a female one). This is because he is the Sultan. Allah Almighty gave
his Deputies, the children of Adam, a most powerful and important steed to ride. He put them
on the lowest level, on earth, and said, “Come to me.”This is why the Prophet (sal) said,
“Your ego is your ride”.
This wisdom is enough for the whole of mankind to understand themelves. But people do not
understand, so they fall under the lowest level. They only understand how to eat, drink and
enjoy themselves. No one understands. That important ride, was not granted to you only for it
to eat, drink and enjoy. No! The Sultan is expecting that you ride on it and come to him.
That is the biggest problem in the life of mankind.
All people are occupied with their horse. They are making it happy by eating, drinking and
enjoying, as much as possible. But no one is asking to ride on it and arrive. Perhaps from ten
thousand people, you may find one who understands the wisdom of the ego.
The Prophet Muhammad (sal) was riding on his heavenly ride, the Buraq, on his Night
Journey. When he reached to the Divine Presence, he asked Gibril (alai), “Is there also such a
ride for my ummah? Gibril answered, “Yes.” “And if they ride on it, they may also arrive,
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and reach to what you are reaching.” So then, that dangerous and powerful one, our ego, is
our Buraq. But people do not understand, and they are not using it. All Prophets were calling
people in this direction. Do you understand?!
It is the door or entrance to Al Wisdom. You may go inside and take every power. If not,
you will remain under the hegemony of your ego, which will grind you, and make you to
finally be dust through the cemetery. But those knights, who are riding their horses, through
the cemetery, the earth will not grind them, and they will arrive on the day of resurrection
with the same body, which will shine like the sun. The person who uses his mind should reach
to that station. Why are you waiting?! The Sultan is looking after you. Why not prepare
yourself for His Divine Presence?
Allah Almighty hears everything, and He is looks and sees who you are, and what your
intention or purpose is. When you are objecting, He understands that your ego is claiming to
be number one through all creatures, and that it wants all its commands to be obeyed. That is
the secret to the hidden reality of your ego, when it asks, “Why did this happen?” What it
means through heavens, is that servant, is asking that Lordship be for himself. He is not
happy with the Lordship of the Lord of the Heavens and he believes that he can think more
perfectly. He says, “What I am thinking regarding that situation is better than what
happened.” Astagfirullah!
Those who always blame other people, and who do not like their actions and attributes, are
the slaves of their egos. Someone who is asking for a way to perfection, must begin to blame
himself, and look to his own imperfections, without looking to the imperfections of others.
Only an imperfect one may look and see imperfection around himself. Who has imperfection,
sees in everyone imperfection, except for himself. This is selfishness.
You must try to correct yourself. When you have corrected yourself and reached to
perfection, you will only blame yourself. (Your ego or nafs). We hope not to live for our
pleasure, but for Allah’s pleasure. We like life for Allah, not for our egos. No. If I am
asking to live for my ego, I would rather pass away, but for Allah, I like to live.
Always ask for protection from your ego (nafs). We have been created weak and our ego
carries us, as it likes. The ego in everyone’s physical being represents Shaitan. When one
leaves childhood, and enters into maturity, the Lord of heavens says, “Now you must be my
servant.” “Follow.” Shaitan says, “Don’t follow,” and he has a better chance of being
obeyed, because he addresses your physical desires, and says, “You shall fulfill unlimited
desires, don’t listen to those who say, don’t do this and that. I say, absolute freedom for you,
even until you die.” Our biggest enemy is Shaitan, and his representative through yourself,
which is your ego. Beware of shaitan. Beware of your ego.
Shaitan is asking to mix up our good thoughts and inspirations, which come to our hearts.
When we want to do something good, Shaitan wants to destroy it, so that we don’t benefit. (or
raise our level of development, which is endless). Shaitan makes you do the opposite of
Divine Laws. It cheats you again and again, and you say that it does not. Terrible! You say,
“I am ok,” “In perfection.” Astagfirullah!
For every step, there will be so many obstacles, preventing you from reaching to Reality.
When it is difficult to reach Reality, Shaitan quickly finds a way to cheat you. (with artificial
things and mind productions.) He teaches people, and tells them, “This is Reality.” If we do
not break the chains of desire, then always we shall be slaves. If you are a slave of your ego,
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then automatically you are a slave for dunya, Shaitan, and your physical desires. It cannot be
only for the ego, because they are all connected. If one is catching hold of you as a slave, then
you are a slave of them all. If you are freed and saved from your ego, then you cannot be
cheated by Shaitan, and then you will not be heedless enough to fall into the hands of your
ego. When your say, “Auzo billahi mina shaitan ir rajim,”( I seek refuge in Allah from the
cursed Shaitan), it really means, that you are asking Allah Almighty for protection.

The End
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6- THE TANTALIZING TASTE 0F THE OCEANS OF LOVE
A saying of the Prophet Muhammad, upon whom be peace, in which he prayed to God:
“Oh Allah, I ask You to grant me the love of You
and the love of those whom You love,
and grant me, Oh my Lord, the love of those
actions which lead me to the love of You.”
The Three Levels of Love
To ask our Lord to open up our hearts to His Divine Love is the most important request we
can make of Him in our prayers, as nothing can take the place of love. The Holy Prophet,
who is called the Beloved of Allah, whom Allah created with the yeast of love, and whom
Allah loved so much that He dedicated the creation to him, even this beloved Prophet asked
Allah for Divine Love ; why? Because who tastes of that love ask for more. Whose heart is
like a rock will not ask Allah for this love, but those who have had the slightest taste of that
love know that it is the key to all spiritual progress, to mercy, beauty, wisdom, to all favours
that Allah may bestow upon His servants. Therefore, the Holy Prophet taught all mankind
what is precious in this life.
And then his prayer continued: “And grant me the love of those who love you”. The first
level, “Love of God”, is the Station of the Prophets, and you can’t step from the bottom of the
stairway to the top in one step. Allah Almighty is the Transcendent Being ; you can’t even
begin to fathom anything about Him Almighty; but it is easy to love those who represent His
Love among mankind, for it is much easier for us to begin to understand and love human
beings like ourselves. You will find nothing in their hearts but the Love of Allah; therefore,
loving them is a means to approach the Divine Love.
Lastly, the Holy Prophet asks for the love of those actions which lead to the love of Allah,
actions which carry blessings with them, which soften our hearts and weaken our greed and
selfishness. These are the actions encouraged by our Lord through the example of His
Prophets, actions ordered and recommended in His Holy Books. And, although in the
beginning our inner state may not correspond to these saintly actions, by engaging our limbs
in what pleases our Lord, He will strengthen our hearts thereby.
These are the three levels of love for which the Holy Prophet prayed, and the wisdom
reflected in this prayer is proof enough of the veracity of Muhammad, peace be upon him.
While Believers must always ask for that love, Satan is ever at war with such a notion, for he
knows that once love has entered the heart of one of his slaves, that slave is lost to him, for he
will not be able to snare him anymore with this world’s pleasures. He who has tasted that
love may not even notice those pleasures, or may regard them as only a drop in an ocean.
Once, as Moses, upon whom be peace, was headed toward Mount Sinai, he passed the cave
of a hermit. The hermit emerged and called after Moses; “Oh Moses, please ask our Lord to
bestow upon me just an atom’s weight of His Divine Love”. Moses agreed to do this, and
then continued on his way. Later, when Moses was addressing his Lord, he petitioned on
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behalf of that hermit. The Lord replied, “I will grant that servant of My Divine Love, but not
in the amount he requested. I will only grant him the tiniest fraction of an atom’s weight of
that love”.
When Moses returned from the mountain, he quickly went to see what was happening to the
hermit, to see what effect such a tiny dose of Divine Love might have had on him. When he
arrived he was startled to see that where the cave had been a part of the mountain was blown
away, and in place of that cave there was a deep chasm in the Earth. “Oh servant of my
Lord”, he cried out, “what has happened, where are you?” Then Moses looked down the
chasm and saw the hermit sitting down there as if in another world, completely overwhelmed
by that love.
Why did that hermit ask for a portion of Divine Love? Because he was worshipping but
feeling nothing; he felt emptiness in his heart that could only be filled by that love. Without
love, worship is tasteless and useless; therefore, we must be sure to build our worship upon a
strong foundation of love and to bake love into the bricks of the building of our devotional
practice. This is more than an analogy, for even physical buildings are either alive with the
love of their builders, or dead from their hard heartedness. Therefore, old buildings often
emanate a good feeling because of the love and goodness of those who built them. This is
especially true of old mosques and churches, for their original congregations built them for
the sake of their Lord’s love and in an attitude of sincere piety. There is often a very strong
feeling of the Divine Presence in old mosques, but have you ever felt such an atmosphere in
the new showpiece of sterile architecture mosques? No, it is impossible; you may feel only
an inner contraction inside of such concrete hills. They have left the love out of the mortar;
the most important ingredient is missing.
There is nothing in all creation that the Creator, Allah Almighty, hates. Indeed it is
impossible to be hated by Allah and to be in existence: one absolutely precludes the other.
All creation appeared through His Divine Love. He loved them and they appeared; therefore,
everything in existence carries its share of Divine Love in it.
When I say “everything”, I mean everything, from atoms and their parts - the very building
blocks of the Universe - up to mankind. Yes, everything, even the smallest particles of
matter, carries that Divine Gift. As you know, the electrons of atoms revolve around the
nuclei, and at enormous velocity. Someone told me that the famous scientist Albert Einstein
once declared: “I have come to understand so much, but what I have never been able to
fathom is what power gives electrons the energy to orbit nuclei at such a speed. From where
does such power come to them?”
We believe, and furthermore, have been granted certainty in our belief, that everything in
existence has life, is living. For the sake of everyday reckoning we classify certain things,
such as rocks, as inanimate objects, and recognize life only in plants, animals and human
beings. But we believe that beyond these outward distinctions everything has life.
Therefore, atoms, and their electrons that turn around the nuclei with such speed as to baffle
even the renowned Mr. Einstein, are, in reality, alive. They are alive with the Divine Love
Power that their Lord has granted them. That’s what makes them spin at the speed of light.
Science may make penetrating and wonderful discoveries. Scientists’ knowledge may
advance and climb to unimagined heights in the realm of the observable and what may be
proven through experiments. But even such a great realm, the realm of observation and
experimentation, is finite, has its limits, and only within these limits can it draw authoritative
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conclusions. Therefore, scientists who recognize their limitations and are not blinded by
pride may admit, that some occurrences are not explicable by science.
-The Divine Name "Al Wadud"
It is for those who have access to a realm of knowledge beyond science to say with certainty,
that it is Allah Almighty, the Lord of the Universe, who through His Holy Name “ AlWadud” (The All-Loving) gives His Divine Love to everything in the Universe. Those
electrons, drunken with Divine Love, spin at such velocity around the nuclei. That is how the
influence of Divine Love is manifested by them. Science can neither proves nor denies this
explanation, as this phenomenon is beyond their realm, and they cannot as much as offer a
theory. But our hearts may be content with this explanation, as each and every one of us may
try it himself within himself; for we all have the Power of that Divine Love in our hearts
ready to be contacted.
There is no one word in Western languages that gives the full meaning of “ Al-wadud” and
even explanations don’t do it justice, even though the West claims its knowledge to be
superior and looks down disdainfully on every religious experience. And this Holy Name,
the meaning of which cannot even adequately be expressed in advanced western languages, is
the most suitable “ Dhikr,’ the most suitable of all the Divine Names to repeat and meditate
upon for people who see themselves as superior beings and as being above normal standards.
“Love”, it is certainly not a concept that western culture is unfamiliar with, and undoubtedly
most people lay claim to loving and being loved to knowing the meaning of love, and to it
being an important aspect of their lives, indeed the most important. But the love we refer to
in connection with the Divine Name “Al-Wadud” is not the physical transitory love that is
rapidly becoming the only meaning of love applicable to modern man: the love that one may
find in the zoo. If you can’t imagine a love other than what is on the level of animals, then
you belong in the zoo.
There is a real love, never changing, never dying love, and then there is temporary animal
love. Both are in man through the wisdom of the Creator, but the permanent love is the love
given to man through the Divine Name “ Al-Wadud”. To realize that love is the challenge
and fulfillment of human existence - to come in contact with those Love Oceans, for He has
given His Divine Love most abundantly to His most honoured representatives in creation,
mankind.
You may love a young lady for her youth, and when that youth departs you love her no more.
That is false love. Sometimes we may have both kinds of love simultaneously, but usually
the physical overpowers the spiritual, so that it is never allowed to appear. But to reach the
ultimate goal of human life we are in need of permanent love, and it is only the Lord of the
Universe who can grant it.
Therefore, when we say “Ya-Wadud” we are opening ourselves up to that Divine Love,
asking our Lord to awaken that love that knows no limitation that is eternal and extends to all
creation. I have been ordered to teach and advise people to call on our Lord, saying: “YaWadud”, as this will enable the sincere to attain real love of their Lord Almighty and to love
everything around themselves. We must learn to love everything for the sake of the love the
Creator has for all His creation. And we are in utmost need to pray for such love, as although
it is the essence of all success in the way of spiritual purification, it has become almost extinct
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in our times. Therefore, suffering, disturbances, struggle, crisis and chaos are continually on
the rise.
What passes for human love nowadays is in deed a very far cry from real human love.
Mostly, people cling to it for two or three months then throw it away. You are saying: “Oh
my goddess” and she is saying, “Oh my god,” but look in again on them two or three months
later and see what is left of that “true devotion” and “deep emotion”. That is the greatest
cause of wretchedness in our times. For this reason I don’t refer to this century as a civilized
one. Rather, the twentieth century is witnessing the destruction of civilization, and every
minute violence and misery are increasing.
-The Endless Oceans of Love
The Lord - our Lord, your Lord, and their Lord - is One. He created us and planted His
Divine Love in the very yeast of our being. You must know that, although that love may be
temporarily covered, it is running through our hearts as a river runs to an ocean. Along the
course of that river love may manifest only as temporary human love, and that love current
may even seem to disappear completely, like a river that flows under a mountain, only to reemerge on the other side. But there can be no doubt that our Lord has placed in every heart a
current that flows irresistible to His Love Oceans in the Divine Presence. Therefore, don’t
imagine them to be cut off from Divine Love - it must be with them, whether that is now
apparent to you and to themselves, or not.
As our heart-current flows toward that ocean, the main difference we notice is that our love is
not tied to physical beauty. Everyone loves nature, greenery, rushing waters, youthful forms,
beautiful people - but what about the others? The Lord gave of His Love to people in
general, not only to the young and beautiful. And the One who implanted His Love in our
hearts says: “Oh My servant, as I have given you from My Divine Love, so have I give it to
all creation, so spread your love to everyone that you may be in harmony with My Will.”
In reality, everything that contains His Love is green and beautiful, but to perceive the beauty
in all creation you must transcend outward forms and penetrate to the realm of Spiritual
Reality Oceans. First of all, it is important to pass from forms to meanings, from fleeting
shapes to eternal spiritual realities, as forms are limited and limiting, whereas spiritual
realities are Oceans, Endless Oceans of Contentment. To arrive at those Oceans will bring
you inner peace.
Therefore, I am trying to love everyone. It is easy to say to a person, “I love you”? as long as
that person has never harmed you, but according to our Grandsheikh such is not the measure
of real love. He used to quote a famous Daghistani Sufi poet who said: “I don’t accept the
love that you claim to hold for me to be real until I have tested you. What is my test? If I put
you through a meat grinder and you came out the other end as minced meat - but were still
alive - and if then I returned you to your original form, would you still love me?”
What this poet meant was “If I cause you so much suffering, and harm you as no one has ever
harmed you before, will you still love me despite all that I have done? That is true love. But
if I am with you for forty years, and because of one hurtful word I may utter towards you in a
moment of stress, you leave me and declare me to be your enemy, denying the love of forty
years and saying, “ I don’t love you anymore”, that is not the love we are referring to.
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Therefore, as I have said, there are levels of love along the way, differing in quality according
to their nearness to the goal, the Absolute Love Oceans of our Lord. When one has reached
that goal he may take any amount of harm from others and still love. He may say: “I love you
for the sake of my Lord, not for any other reason. That love will never change or diminish, as
no matter what you do your Lord’s love is with you. You may behave like a wild animal,
you may wound me, but yet, for you to even exist, my Lord’s love must be with you, and
therefore I am loving you, too.”
Only the highest and most select of mankind are ever on such a level, and we are trying to
reach that point - but it is so difficult. You must know that this is a test for you and an
opportunity to gain spiritual ranks. Now you are in a situation where you must be patient with
people who may not be upholding the same level of decorum that you are accustomed to.
Here is an opportunity for you to advance, as Holy people have advised us: rather than
avoiding all ill-mannered and badly educated people, we should mingle with them and
establish contact with them, that they may benefit and that you may test yourself and gain
thereby.
They are servants of the Almighty’s Will, and we are His servants too. Our Lord is their Lord
and their Lord is our Lord. We must be patient and we will gain, little by little. Cherry trees
first yield bitter fruit, but you must wait - little by little, little by little, the tree starts to yield
sweet and tasteful cherries.
-The Promise Of the Holy Masters
The Holy Masters have promised me that whoever sits with us and listens with his heart full
of love must come to the same level: their hearts must open to Divine Love. The Masters are
not going to abandon us, and we are not going to turn from them, as our hearts have been
bound with the strongest of bonds; the bond of Divine Love, that strongest of relationships of
love that exists between the Creator and His creatures. That relationship is the ultimate goal
of existence, and we pray that we may grow stronger always.
Those with whom we sit and whose hearts are receptive to Divine Love will attain that love.
This is a promise from the Masters, and therefore our meeting indicates that your time is
approaching, the time when you will be able to break the bonds that make you slaves to your
egos. Soon you will be free to approach your spiritual goals, and that is why everyone here
feels himself affected and moved to tears.
If the love that was with me were only transitory love you wouldn’t even bother sitting with
me for a moment. But the love that is with me is real, permanent and Divine, and I have
extended a ray of it to your hearts to awaken permanent love in you.
My daughters and sons in attendance here today have never met me before, but our first
meeting has been enough to establish real love from my heart to theirs. This is a love they
will never forget, a love that is blossoming in their hearts.
I ask my Lord for permission to spread His permanent love to the hearts of all people - and
the time is approaching when we hope that permission will be granted.
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Love is eternal, and the transitory nature of all things pertaining to this world is a sign of
truth, a sign that shows s by means of contrast. Real spiritual love: love of Allah and love of
mankind for the sake of Allah is the only truth, the only thing in this world that is permanently
and constantly sweet. Physical separation from someone you love, in accordance with the
rule that pertains to the physical, may create a longing that will cause love to increase, may
augment the bliss of reunion. But on the spiritual level that love is constant, is never
interrupted by distance or by time. Your beloved may be on the moon and you may be in
bliss at the thought of reunion, but if love is unrequited, that is not sweet separation but a
bitter pill. The extinction of love is pitch darkness. You may regard the sunset as beautiful,
but how would you feel if it were setting forever?
Love is the water of life. Allah created Adam from clay and water. If it were not for water the
clay would hold no shape. Divine Love is what binds our souls together. That is why people
become so miserable when they feel unloved. It is a feeling that something essential is
missing from one’s life, that life itself is incomplete, and in the face of this ache people set out
in search of love with the desperation of a man dying of thirst.
Love is an attribute of God Almighty which binds His servants to Him eternally. If Allah
were to hate mankind it would be so easy for Him to bring about an abrupt and terrible end to
our follies - but He loves us and therefore shows us so much tolerance.
If you are a parent, consider your love for your children. If your son grew up to be a criminal,
would you not love him still? Would you not maintain that despite his bad actions (which you
would perhaps readily condemn) he was still basically at heart a good boy? Would you not
find excuses for his bad behavior and have faith that he would turn away again from those bad
actions?
- Ask for Divine Love
Love is lovely to the Lord and to His servants. If you do anything with love it should be
accepted by your Lord, and He should make it tasteful for you. If you love your work it will
be easy for you to do, if not, it will only be a burden. The Lord says: “I am not in need of
your worship; I am only seeking the love with which it is offered.”- Oh servants of the Lord,
Oh believers, you must not overlook this point. Don’t be like slaves rowing in the galley of a
ship - if you pray, you must pray with love not by force, as if a slave driver were standing
over you with a whip! Allah never appreciates such forced devotions. Now we are trying to
perform all the practices but forgetting to ask for Divine Love, so we are becoming like
mechanical robots, or like people performing gymnastics.
Allah has asked us to engage our bodies in His worship and in service to His creation through
charity and good deeds, but what must be the fruit of those actions? If the fruit is not love it
is bitter fruit and is rejected. If our worship causes Love of Allah to grow in our hearts, then
we must keep to that practice and continue on our way: and if we are keeping the company of
a spiritual teacher, and find that through keeping his company love of Allah is awakening in
our hearts, then we must follow him closely.
The Love of Allah is not easy to attain, for we cannot imagine Him; therefore, He Almighty
has made the Prophets apostles of His Love. Allah’s Beloved, the Seal of Prophets,
Muhammad, upon whom be peace, was such a pure medium for the transmission of that love
that the hearts of his companions were overwhelmed with his love, and were transported to
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the love of Allah. He was the representative of Allah, who is the Absolute Truth; therefore,
the Prophet declared: “Who has seen me has seen the Absolute Truth”.
When a delegation of non-Muslims came to visit Medina, they were amazed at the love and
respect shown to the Prophet by his companions. When they returned home they said to their
leaders: “We have met many emperors, kings and tribal chiefs, but never have we seen one
whose subjects or courtiers treat him with such sincere love and devotion. How can this be?”
They were not able to comprehend the secret of this love, as their egos caused them to deny
Mohammed’s prophet hood. The love of the companions towards the Prophet was such that
they used to say to him: “I am ready to sacrifice for you even my mother and father”, which,
for the Arabs, is much stronger than saying: “I would sacrifice myself for you”. And in
reality many of them underwent nearly unbearable hardships for the sake of their belief in the
mission of the Holy Prophet: exile, disinheritance, boycott, torture and death.
Who represented the Holy Prophet after his life on Earth? They are those who evoked such
love. The Prophet himself described them: “Those who see them are reminded of Allah”.
He who thirsts for Divine Love must seek out such people, but in our time they are mostly
hidden, and Islam has come to mean for many people only a set of rules of conduct and forms
of worship - an empty shell. Who can derive taste from such a thing? Shall mosques be only
gymnasiums? And now the “gym teachers” are opposing Sufi Paths, which are the ways of
the heart, ways that lead to the Love of God.
Our Lord has given us an instrument that measures not your blood pressure but our “love
pressure” and our goal is to make it high! Yes, seek to improve with every new day, for the
Holy Prophet said: “Whoever does not improve with each day is losing ground.” What does
this mean? It doesn’t mean that if we pray forty rakats of prayer today, we should pray fortyone tomorrow and forty-two the next day. No, that is not required, what is intended is that
you fill your worship with ever more love of your Lord, so that He will observe: “My
servant has sent Me more love today than yesterday.” One of our Grandsheikhs summarized
perfectly what I am trying to say: “An atom’s weight of love is worth more than seventy
years’ worship without love”.
Today we speak about love for Allah and His Prophet. Our Grandsheikh was telling this
hadith, that one day the Prophet was giving a sermon when one Bedouin came to the door of
the mosque and shouted: “Oh Prophet, when is the Last Day coming?” There was no answer,
so he called out again and still again. The Prophet was waiting for Allah to provide him with
an answer, as only He knows when the Last Day is. Then the Angel Jibril came to him
saying: “Ask him what he did in preparation for the Last day”. The man replied:
“Muhammed, I love you and I love your Lord, nothing else, only this”. Then Jibril told
Muhammed: “Answer him that he will be with you and your Lord like two fingers together.
Everyone who loves another must be with him on the Last day.” On hearing this, Abu Bakr
asked: “Oh Prophet, is not action a necessary condition, is only love enough?” He answered:
“No, Ya Aba Bakr, actions are not a condition, what is important is love. Everyone will be
with his beloved friend.”

The End
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7- THE GUIDE AND GUIDANCE and the NEED
TO FOLLOW A SHEIK
-The Pilot at the Controls
Yes, sometimes we are entering into sins through our worship because we are proud of our
worship. This retards our progress towards the heavens. Therefore we need a controller over
us. Now supersonic aeroplanes are fully automatic. Or are they? Is there a pilot controlling
it? If he is not controlling it, why is he sitting there? Even though the plane is fully automatic
yet it is in need of a pilot for controlling it. In the same way although you may be fully
automatic in your prayers, yet you are in need of a pilot to guide you and control you.
Therefore we are in need of a Sheik (spiritual guide). The Sheik knows the finer points of our
egos which are in need of correction.
Today new fashioned Muslims are giving fully automatic power to everyone. They are
denying and cursing to let a Sheik control them because of their egos. It is their egos that are
cursed. They say that holy books alone are enough. Fully automatic. But it is not enough
without a controller. Those foolish people quote Quran, Sunnah, Quran Sunnah and Kitab
Sunnah. What about he pilot? No pilot. Do you think that you are doing and knowing your
best through Kitab and Sunnah only, without having some one to look after and control you.
Almighty Allah says to His Prophet (Sal) “Wa sahabi amfil amar” - that is to control the
Sahaba. Everyone knows to read the Holy Quran and Holy Hadis. So many priests and so
many professors they too are reading Holy Quran and Holy Hadis, but what is the benefit they
derive from it? Therefore we are asking from Allah Almighty for good understanding and to
give us some one to control our actions and our worship.
Yes like students who do their homework and the teacher who goes through it. These people
are not even intelligent as these students who at least have their homework corrected. Yes
these people are so proud of the way they are following and it is the way of Shaitan. Shaitan
was fully automatic, and Allah Almighty asked him to take Adam (alai) as his pilot. He
rejected this. He said “I won’t accept Adam (alai) as controller over me. I won’t carry any
one to be above me” that is the pride that destroyed Shaitan or Iblis. Likewise these people
say that they are able to read and understand what is in the Holy Quran and they say that only
they may look and that they may understand and that they are not in need of a controller.
- The Prophet (sal) accepts a Guide
Our Grandsheik is saying an important good manner for guidance. Everyone must look for a
guide, as we are in need to reach to our destinations and it is so difficult. Look to our Prophet,
peace be upon him. All creation is for his honour and sake; Allah made the universe for his
Habib (beloved). Yet the Prophet accepted a guide, Jibril (alai). All Prophets accepted Jibril
as their guide. Our Prophet is of the highest station in the Divine Presence, a representative of
Allah among his people, and he is taking a guide. It is indicating that for everyone asking to
reach the Divine Presence a guide is necessary.
This is the most important adab. Our Prophet was always following the orders of Jibril, doing
every action and speaking according to Allah’s orders as brought by Jibril. It means that no
one may reach the Divine Presence without a guide and guidance. You must give yourself to
the hands of a guide, surrender, or else no benefit can you take. A guide is one who knows
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your destination. He is an open-eyed person. A blind man can’t guide, he is in need for one.
In our days very few persons are accepting a guide for themselves, everyone is so proud,
saying, “I am clever, I know better”. They may know this world’s knowledge, but this
guidance is not such that you can read in books and follow. You only know it with a murshid.
You must have a guide; only pride is keeping people away. There is no reaching the Divine
Presence without a real guide.
For a humble Mureed following a Murshid, if he is consulting the murshid in every matter it
is good, but for three things it is a must. These are marriage, divorce, and far journeying.
Also for the pilgrimage is necessary consultation with the Sheik. If not consulting, one may
fall in a bad condition. The Sheik may give his orders by dreams, as it is prohibited for jinn
or devils to appear in the form of the Prophet or the Sheik.
Whoever is asking improvement in the Way of Allah must ask for a guide. It is the quickest
and shortest way. Seyyidina Ali asked the Prophet, “what is the easiest way to our Lord? He
said, Oh Ali, look for one Friend of Allah and stay in his shadow. A shadow is not going to
separate from a man. Then you may reach easily and quickly to the Lord’s Presence”. The
beginning of the way is to agree with a guide.
Our Grandsheik says that Iblis is the most learned of people for all religious knowledge,
knowing very will the contents of the Torah, Psalms, Gospel, and Quran. But he is prohibited
from taking Divine knowledges; he can never know about the secrets of those books. If he
knew, he would not want people to make them like himself. What closes these secrets? It is
to be proud of knowledge or worshipping. This puts one far away. Iblis would never take a
guide for himself. Allah intended Adam to be his guide but be would never accept Adam or
his knowledge. This is the power of his proud ness, and the reason for which he was thrown
out of the Divine Presence.
Our Grandsheik is saying about the signs of a Murshid, one who is leading people into the
right ways and is an inheritor of the Prophet. Murshid in Arabic is also one who pilots ships
into unfamiliar harbours. Everyone has a special destination; no two persons are alike,
thinking the same thoughts. Everyone who does not know how to go on to his destination is
in need of a guide. The future is unknown, commonly, but knowledge of it is given to
Prophet and Saints. We are in darkness in need of lights, the light of Prophet hood is to
inform us what is ahead generally, and the light of sainthood to guide us to our personal
destinations.
Signs of a Guide
The sign of a Murshid is that you are able to trust him. It is an action of the heart and cannot
be measured with a yardstick or scales. Your heart gives the signal and the heart is never
mistaken. If a person is sitting with a true Murshid, he feels peace, rest and satisfaction. Very
happy, this is the sign. He forgets everything from troubles; he is just in an ocean. Now so
many people are going to the sea-side. Why? Because when they enter the water, they find
rest and enjoyment. As the body is drawn, so the soul is asking for a sea. We need in our life
one person like an ocean, so that our hearts can be in enjoyment and satisfied with that person.
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Sheik Abd-ul Khaliq al-Ghujdawani was speaking about the attribute of a Mureed as to how
he should be in front of his Sheik. Surrendering is a good attribute for all followers, without it
comes no benefit or development. The meaning of surrender is to leave one’s will and to
follow the will of the Sheik; to turn to him for everything, saying; “As you like, oh my
master”: Our Grandsheik quotes Abd-ul Khaliq as saying, “Oh my sons, we are not accepting
a surrender like a dead person’s surrender to the hands of the washer. They sometimes
complain that the water is too hot or too cold, though not with their tongues, but spiritually
speaking. If a Mureed is saying objections in himself, it is not acceptable- . Surrender must
be inward and outward, like a dry leaf in the wind. Even if it gets blown into a fire, nothing
will you hear from it. Such a Mureed is taking 100% benefit from the sheik. As much as the
Sheik takes from blessings, he is also receiving. If surrender is not complete, then only half
and half. This is the way for one who is asking. Who says to his ego: “As you like”, - how
can there occur development? Step by step, a sheik teaches his followers how to surrender. It
is not so easy a thing. Prophets sent from the Divine Presence to teach this were rejected by
their people. We are training now, If we are saying: “As you like” to the Sheik, then we may
say likewise to the Prophet, and then we may say so to our Lord. We are training how to be
with our Lord.
Our Grandsheik’s advice to everyone is that they must look for a holy person who may guide
them to their Lord’s Way. He stresses, furthermore, that this is an obligation for every
believer, and that once the seeker has found his guide, the most important point for him as a
follower is always to firmly believe that his guide is absolutely right and correct in his actions.
You must believe in your guide, must believe that he knows at least fifty times more than you;
your having this attitude is a necessary condition for his being able to guide you. If you think
that he knows feels or looks at things the way that you do, then you will never be able to
derive any benefit nor receive any guidance from that person.
Real spiritual guides are inheritors of the Prophets and in spiritual contact with them. It is a
well known fact about Prophets that they had extraordinary powers and characteristics that
enabled them to serve as guides for people to their Lord’s Divine Presence. You must know
that whatever is the number of people in a Prophet’s Nation, and be it millions or billions, that
Prophet must know at least that number of times more than any of his people may know. You
can only know for yourself, but a Prophet must know for his whole Nation, so that he can
complete his Prophet hood by means of them. Because of the spiritual connection that real
guides have with the Prophet, and by virtue of their being his inheritors, they also have such
extraordinary powers and characteristics which enable them to know at least fifty times more
than we know.
The most important thing for a seeker (Murid) who follows a guide (Murshid) in order to
move toward the Divine Presence is to understand that his guide is going to try him time and
again. The Murshid has been ordered by the Prophet to try his Murids, and everyone knows
that a trial is not an easy thing ‘- or else it isn’t a trial. When a Murshid tries his Murid, he
sends toward him some trial in which that Murid can see no Divine Wisdom at all. Perhaps
he orders some thing which the mind of that Murid cannot accept and protests against loudly
to itself: “It is not right to do this; why does he order me to do such a thing?” If the Murid
should openly express such rebelliousness to his Sheik, or if it just comes to his heart without
him even letting anyone know about it, the Divine Power between him and his Sheik is cut like a blown fuse; he is then stuck at that level and unable to progress.
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Grandsheik says: “For a Murid to rebel, either openly or secretly, against his Sheik is as
terrible as someone cursing the Prophets; it is abominable to think bad thoughts about one’s
own guide. One’s changing of heart in relation to his Sheik is like cursing the Prophets, for if
not for your guide you are never going to reach to knowledge of the Prophet’s realities.”
Therefore, a follower must have utmost respect for his Murshid, not only in what he
expresses, but also in what he conceals in his heart.
This is training for believers so that they may learn to always keep respect in their hearts for
the Prophet, and never to object in nay way to anything that the Prophet did in the way of
actions and judgments. If someone says, regarding the Prophet, “This action of his was
totally correct, but that one not so much,” then immediately the power is cut between the
Prophet and that person, and the connection is in need of being reestablished.
Ultimately, this training is essential in enabling us to keep our faith and to become real slaves
of the Almighty, as in the course of our lives so many strange, terrible and unthinkable events
may occur whereby people’s hearts will be disturbed, and many will say, “What is this, is this
justice?” So many people are asking this question nowadays, when, according to the
understanding of their minds, there is no justice and no mercy in certain events - this is
unbelief. If a person believes in his Lord, he must believe that his Lord is always guiding
events in the most excellent of ways, and that in everything that happens you may find the
Lords absolute Mercy and Justice.
- Training by a Guide
If you do not accept training at the hands of a Murshid, you won’t be able to tolerate many
events which are happening all around you in this life, but over which you can exercise no
control whatsoever. If you are going to object to the occurrence of these events, you are, in
effect, accusing Allah of wrong judgement and injustice. Therefore, every believer must first
be trained at the hands of a Murshid; then, when he has stopped saying, “No”, and “Why?”, in
relation to his Sheik, the perfume of good actions will begin to issue forth from that Murid.
What this means is that you will not find any objection in a real believer to what his Lord
decrees, nor can you witness any breach of manners toward the Lord. He says: “Oh my Lord,
You are right, I am wrong; oh my Prophet, you are right, I am wrong; oh my Grandsheik, you
are right, I am wrong.” This is the peak and the perfume of good manners and actions;
whoever obtains these characteristics will improve more rapidly than anyone else.
The trials that come to us from our Sheik will be much lighter trials than those coming from
the Prophet, and the trials that the Prophet sends will, in turn, be much easier trials than the
ones send by Allah Almighty - and you must be ready for your Lord’s trial, then you will be
alright - not before. When you can say, “What my Lord decrees is right, and what I might
desire contrary to that is wrong,” you have attained the highest degree of good manners with
your Lord (Adab). All Prophets have been sent in order to teach this point.
How can a person really believe in his Lord when he sometimes objects, saying that his Lord
is not performing the best of possible actions? A person has really overcome this pitfall and
attained to real faith when he can wholeheartedly say, “Allah knows best what is good for His
creatures, the Prophet knows what is best for his Nation and the Murshid for his followers “
we can be wrong, but they can’t.- When he can always acuse himself in this manner, it means
that he has attained the first station of faith (Iman).
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The basic and common level for man is to be at all times one with his ego, and when man is
one with his ego, he is in the darkness of unbelief (Kufr). People on that level many be heard
saying, “I am just fine, but the problem is with the others - they are all wrong.” As long as a
person is on that level, he will never accept a guide or believe in a Prophet; how should he,
when he thinks that he knows everything better than anyone else? He is under the control of
the commanding-self, nafs ul-ammara bis-suu), and s long as he is under its command he will
remain on the level of unbelief.
When one climbs from that level to the second level, he improves to the awakening of the
self-accusing self (An-nafs ul-lawwamah); once awakened, that self always makes the person
see himself as being blameworthy, and accuse himself by saying, “You are wrong, oh my
ego.” At that stage he will seek some guide to show him what is right, as he has recognized
that his ego is always wrong; it’s praying is wrong, its fasting wrong, its alms-giving wrong
and its pilgrimage is wrong- nothing is right because he is not right, not yet purified from the
tyranny of his lower self. Once he has accepted the fact that his ego is preventing him from
doing any goodness, he is ready to accept a guide to lead him to real goodness, and at that
point he is prepared to be a follower; even if his guide tries him severely, he will say, “I am
wrong, he is right.” When a person has reached this point, he has attained the first level of
real faith (Haqiqi Iman).
All different kinds of situations may befall a person during his life. One may encounter both
goodness and badness, and indeed it may be one’s lot to have to suffer the most troublesome
and harmful events. Whenever such events befall one, the sign of real faith is one’s being
able to put up with them - for example, to eat an unliked food (unliked by the ego, not by the
Divine Law); to see hear or come in contact with something one detests. In all these cases,
one just be able to keep hold of oneself without flinching, without undergoing any change
within oneself and without saying, “This is wrong and I am right.” This is steadfastness, a
sign of real faith.
- Guides are the Inheritos of the Prophet (sal)
The value of human beings is well-known, completely known, by Allah Almighty, who
created them and gave them their values. Then, the most knowledgeable person concerning
the value of man is the Seal of the Prophets, beloved Muhammad, p.b.u.h., and the other
Prophets take their knowledge concerning the value of the Sons of Adam from him. And
then, the true followers of the Prophets and of the Seal of the Prophets, peace be upon them
all, the Awliya (Saints), know the value of mankind, and they take human beings and arrange
them from every side. Then their values, their true forms, appear, and they take them to the
Divine Presence. But without a Prophet or their inheritors, people are like discarded stones.
Even if they are diamonds, without their being cut and made suitable, they are not going to be
put on a crown.
Therefore, every Prophet came to make people ready to go into the Divine Presence, to their
heavenly stations in the Divine Presence. Whoever comes and submits to the Prophets, the
Prophets arrange them. But if they run away from them, escaping, they can’t do it. Then they
are like stones, thrown away.
Therefore, the most important work of the Prophets and of their successors, the Awliya, is to
make everyone’s value clear by arranging each one according to his promises on the Day of
Promises. If anyone is asking to be in the Divine Presence, in the first rank, he must follow
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the Prophets or those who follow them, the Awliya. Those who do not follow - no value for
them; they still remain like stones. Then ultimately they must be treated by some training
after they leave this life and in Barzakh (the stage of existence between death and the Day of
Judgment of the Eternal life) and in the next life in order to allow their values to appear, but
they are not going to be in the first rank of those who will be with the Prophets and Awliya.
No value for a person who stays by himself and never follows the Prophets and their
inheritors! Even is this life, if a person does not follow a college or university course, he never
gains any value in his community; people say, “A simple or ordinary, standard person” But
the one who follows a course in a university or college or academy, and it is proved by a
certificate or diploma, has value. No matters how much you may know by yourself, if you do
not follow one of them, no one gives you value. You can’t be a doctor, you can’t be an
engineer, and you can’t be a lawyer because you aren’t following any school.
Therefore, in the spiritual life, whoever is asking for improvement, insofar as he may be by
himself, he may acquire something, but it is of no value. You must follow a Prophet. For this
reason, philosophers, who are asking to reach a point by themselves without following any
one of the Prophets, have no value. We must follow.
To the extent that you can follow one of them, you may reach your real value, and that value
will appear among creatures on earth and in Heaven. No one can attain to that, particularly to
heavenly stations, without following someone who belongs to Heaven. All Prophets belong
to Heaven; if a person has no relationship to Heaven, he is not going to be a Prophet.
Whoever has no relationship to Heaven is also not going to be Wali, a Saint; it is impossible.
There must be a relationship between that person and Heaven, and you must follow such a
person who has a relationship between himself and heavenly beings; otherwise, the one who
is walking on earth (that is, a person who is worldly and not strongly connect to Heaven), is
not going to be a guide to you. You many find everything on earth, but without a guide you
can’t find the way to Heaven; it is so difficult and so far and so full of danger.
Therefore, there must be a guide for you. Even for a rocket which is sent into space, it is so
difficult and so dangerous to be in it or to have the control of it; you can’t send a rocket into
space through just anyone. He must be a person specially trained for that purpose, knowing
best how he can send it. To send a person from earth to Heaven - it is more difficult than
sending a rocket into space; not everyone can do that. The one who can do that is the one
who has been sent to Heaven by the Prophet (Sal). He knows the way and he knows how he
may send others. He comes through the Prophet up to his own Grandsheik, never making a
mistake.
Don’t tell me, “Why are you not sending us now?” Go an tell that engineer or scientist who is
preparing that rocket, “Send it into space now.”? Would he listen to you? He is working on it.
A person is going to be ready to be sent up to Heaven, Grandsheik said to me, if forty scholars
who know the Shariah excellently are with him for forty days and they give a report saying,
“This person is all right from every direction. We forty scholars have been looking at him
day and night for forty days. In every action and behavior that person is perfect. According
to our knowledge, there is nothing wrong with him.” If they give such a report, it is all right
to send him.
We are trying now, but then our egos come, destroying this path and damaging us; every bad
action damages our inner structure. We are trying to build it but it is so difficult. But, as we
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are beginners, it doesn’t matter. We are practicing, we are building, we are learning, we are
preparing ourselves. It is enough to be here humbly and listening; that gives us divine help
and makes us be ready. Even at the last moment we must be complete, insha allah; we are
going to be complete and go to Heaven, and we will see doors opening to us. So many
people, When they go from earth to Heaven, find doors closed to them because they are not
ready; then they are sent back to make them ready to go up. But those whom come and listen
and accept and believe, they must be prepared, even at the last moment before leaving this
life, to reach their heavenly stations in the Divine Presence.
The Guide guards his Followers
If we are separate, we are like parts of a tasbih (Rosary), beads. If there is no string, they will
be lost, scattered, but when they are on this string that can never happen. And for each
person, if alone there is danger of being lost, but if coming with an imam, (The alif or long,
terminal bead connecting a tasbih or string of prayer beads), on a string, he is protected. Look,
everyone! (He shows his tasbih) Sometimes this string is strong; sometimes it is very weak
and quickly breaks. Therefore you must be careful. A silver one is stronger, you know? Then
anyone who is with a Sheik, with a guide, the guide guards them. If not with a guide, they are
often going to be lost.
We must be humble, as much as we are able, to be in agreement with a sheik, with a guide.
The guide is the most important person throughout our lives because everyone must take a
guide either on a good way or on a bad way. Everyone takes a guide. If a person does not
take a guide on a good way, another guide is waiting for him, quickly taking him to a bad
way. For bad ways there are so many guides; so many devils, dressed like men and taking
them. Therefore, everyone is in need of a guide, but you must be careful to take a guide
throughout your life for goodness, not for badness. Everyone knows that, for all people, this
life is going to be either with good things or with bad things; everyone knows that. But so
many times we are so weak in the hands of our egos, running after our nafs. When you run
and make your ego or someone who is from devils as your guide, you quickly fall into
dangerous, terrible places, hells. You must choose that way which is going to be suitable for
you.
A strong guide guards his followers; they may be in the East, they may in the West. When
Yusuf (alai) was in Egypt, his father Yaqub, was in Palestine or in the area around Damascus.
When the wife of the ruler of Egypt called Yusuf to her bed, (The story of Joseph and the wife
of Aziz is narrated in XII: 23-34), and he was ready for that, his father showed himself and
said, “O Yusuf, guard yourself.” Yaqub (alai), could have been in the Far East, doesn’t
matter, he could have been as far away as you can imagine. Nothing keeps back that power;
distances never prevent that power from reaching. Awliya have miraculous powers like
Prophets, but Prophets’ miracles are more perfect. Awliya do not have such power but they
have the same attributes as Anbiya, Prophets; then that power goes through them, also. They
may do miraculous things, and a true sheik may guard his Murids, whether they are in the Far
East or in the Far West. They may send their spiritual power to every Murid so that they are
not alone or solitary. When you remember him that remembrance makes your sheik’s
spiritual power be ready with you, be present with you. That is a miraculous power which
every true sheik has been given.
MURID : How can we make contact with our Sheik, not just for asking help but for being
with him.
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SHEIK: If a boy falls in love with a girl or a girl falls in love with a boy, they are occupied;
they are always in contact with each other. If your have such love for your sheik, you may be
in contact sometimes.
Some people are engaged by their Lord, Allah Almighty; they are the Anbiya, Prophets, and
Awliya. Never does anyone get into their hearts except their Lord; they are always in contact.
Some people are always engaged with the Prophet, p.b.u.h., some people with their Sheik.
Some people sometimes, maybe when they are in need, ask for their Sheik. According to
your need, you may ask, you may be in contact. And it is so easy. When the remembrance of
him comes upon you, you are in contact; no need for protocol. Quickly, when you think about
your Sheik, he is with you; when you forget, you are far away. When you remember, he is
with you, quickly. You must understand this point. Then it is going to be easier for our
brothers and sisters to be in contact with their Sheik. Any time they may be in need, if
reciting a Fateha and send it to the Prophet and their Grandsheik, it is alright.
- Being with your Guide
And in our time, people are using so many wrong methods. They do not understand, or they
do not even know, what is the beginning and what is the end; from where they are beginning
and to where they are reaching, as a blind person never understands where he is or where is
going to be. And most important for a person throughout his life is a true guide. A true guide
can be known when your soul is in peace and satisfaction with a person. That is the sign, the
real sign; to feel peace and satisfaction with him in your heart. If you are still in doubt,
hesitant, it means that something is wrong with that person and you must look for another. If
your heart is not in peace with his method, you must not follow that way. There are so many
ways. You must try for another one until you reach peace in your heart, so that it should be
alright for you.
Then this is the way to attain peace, to die before dying. This means that when you find a
guide, you must be with him. You must not carry about a different personality from his but
must agree to be one with him, one unit. You can’t carry about another personality from your
guide’s; you must melt your personality in his personality and you must appear as himself.
Then you will be all right.
Once a person came to a Grandsheik and knocked at his door. The Grandsheik asked,
“Who is there?”
“Ibrahim,” the man said. “It is I.- I, I, I - always saying I.
“I?” the Grandsheik said. “My place is only for one, not for two. Go away.”
And that person went away. After one year he tried again, coming and knocking at the door.
“Who is there?” the Grandsheik asked.
“You, you.”
“If you say, You, now you may come in”
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Therefore, the first condition for a person who is asking to reach real peace is that he must
give himself, all that he is carrying, to put into his guide. His guide can take it and carry it.
When you are going to be your guide that is the way to reach your destination.
There is an airplane. It may hold one hundred or two hundred or three hundred passengers,
but when it flies you can see only one jet plane. You do not see five hundred persons inside;
you can see only that it is a plane, flying. The plane takes all those people into itself, finished.
Therefore, when you take a guide to your destination, you can be in him; you can give
yourself, your selfhood. You must consider yourself as a drop. Then it reaches its ocean and
no more drops - finished. You leave that drop and are going to be an ocean.
That is peace. When that drop falls into the ocean, can you take it out, can you find it?
Finished; it is all ocean. Therefore, peace is not to be found without leaving your drop in that
ocean. And your guide may be a lake or he may be a sea, but they run into oceans, also. That
is important. When we say, “Die before you die,” this is the meaning of how we can die
before the natural death. You give your personality to your guide; you throw your personality
into your guide’s personality, and then you say, “I am no longer in existence,” finished.
When you look at your guide, you see yourself in him and when he looks at you, he looks at
himself, and we - we reached our spiritual peace. You may find it during your short lifetime
in this life. But if you do not use true, correct methods and you go wrong, you will always go
far away from peace. Instead of running toward oceans, you will be running toward deserts.
- The Obeyed One
There are two types of Quran : “Quran un Nathik” and “Quran us Samith”. The Quran is
something that speaks. It must speak and we must listen and obey it. If the Prophet (Sal)
had not come the Quran would not have spoken. Almighty Allah first sent the Prophet (Sal)
and then the Quran. The Quran was sent through the Prophet. The Prophet spoke. Therefore
the written Quran is one thing and the speaking Quran is something else. If there is no
speaking Quran then that Quran-i-Kareem shall give no benefit to the people. Therefore
Almighty Allah first sent the Prophet (Sal) and then through him made revelation by sending
Holy Quran to him. Then, the Prophet (Sal) spoke ? The speaking Quran is the Prophet (Sal).
The Sahabas - Mea wa-arba ishreena alf - 120,000 of the Sahabas, all of them listened to this
speaking Quran. Listened and obeyed. If only the Quran was sent who is to be obeyed.
The Prophet (Sal) is the representative of Man atha ahu faqad atha Allah, those that obey
Rasoolullah obey Allah. He is the representative, representing Haqq. Therefore, the Sahabas
listened to the speaking Quran and obeyed him. Before Islam the Sahabas were at the lowest
of levels. From this level Rasoolullah (Sal) brought them up to the highest level. So much
that no community either before or after shall reach to this level. It is impossible for any
community to reach to the level of the Sahabas. Is this a fact or a falsehood? Rasoolullah did
take them from the lowest of levels to the very highest level so much so that no community
shall ever be able to match it. How was this possible? It was made possible by listening to
the speaking Quran.
- The True Ones
There are some foolish people today who deny this point. They are a heedless people. They
say that everyone should read Quran and Hadith and that it is enough. According to them
there is no need to follow an Iman or to follow a Sheik. They follow only shaithan. If one
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does not follow an Imam or a Sheik, who is he following? Everyone must follow someone;
so in that case they love to follow shaithan. They are an ignorant people because they say that
you must look to the Quran and the Hadith only. I am asking : Were the Sahabas looking to
the Quran or were they looking to the Prophet, who was the actual speaking Quran? Were
they not obeying him? Allah Almighty has made it very clear through the Holy Quran “Astaeedu billah. Ya ayyu halla-zeena a?manuth thaqullaha wa koonoo ma’sadiqeen.” “O
believers be fearful of Almighty Allah and be with the True ones (The Awliyas).
These foolish people say that the “True Ones” (The Awliyas) referred to here have all passed
away. They say on the other hand that if these “True Ones” can be found today, then we must
find them and be with them. Even the tombs of those True Ones are being destroyed by these
people. They deny even them. “Koonu” means you must be “Ma’a-saadkeen” with the True
Ones. Who are these True Ones?. Sadik ? means trustworthy and true ones. Who are they?
Sadakoo ma a’tha Allahu ala rijalin - they are Rijhalun. They are a group of people from
mankind. They are the ones who promised to Allah on the day of Promises “Yawmul ahd wal
meezan, alasthu birabbikum qaaloo balaa.” They never changed their promises “You are our
Lord and we are your servants. Only Your Servants”. They were the ones who did not
change this promise to become servants of their egos, or servants of Dunya or servants of
shaithan. They are the servants of Almighty Allah only. These are the ones whom Allah
ordered people to be with. They are the trustworthy and True Ones. The Sahabas gathered
around Rasoolullah and listened to him and obeyed him and reached the highest level of
mankind.
Therefore we too have been ordered to look and search for a “True One” (The Saints). It is an
order from Almighty Allah. The entire nation of the Prophet (umma) they should have a
“True one” to be their Khalifa. But they have lost it now. Wherever we may be, we must
search and look for such a “True One”. Don’t say that you can never find them. - No! We
can always find one. If a person asks Khidr Alaihi Salaam, “Thalabna wajadna” it is
impossible for a person to ask and not to meet one. It is Almighty Allah’s Divine Attribute.
If a person asks for something with sincerity and seriousness, he must achieve it. As you are
Ceylonese people, you know about gems. The miners keep digging till they find, they do not
say that it is impossible to find. They keep on digging till they find the gems.
Almighty Allah likewise teaches you. If you are asking to find precious stones and working
for it and then finding it, then likewise “there are also precious servants of mine” says Allah,
if you ask sincerely you may find them. Don’t say: “No”, I am asking. I know that this is Sri
Lanka, or Malaysia or India. Perhaps you may say : we shall never find. Even if these
precious ones are all gone from this area then it must be that they shall be at Mecca within the
Kaaba and at Medina at the Rawla Sheriff. It must be.
I ask so many people what do you find in Mecca and Medina? They say they have kissed the
black stone on several occasion. Then I ask them whether apart from the stone and the
buildings they have nt” met any beloved ones of Allah, (Saints). Did you ever look or search
for them. They said :”no, only the Kaaba and the black stone, then we were involved in
buying and selling goods, we did nothing else.” This Umma is forgetting to ask from the
Saints. Therefore all the Saints are now hiding themselves. They say (the Saints) that the
Umma of today do not value the Saints anymore. So they have escaped and are hiding
themselves, and the Umma ends up loosing them. They never ask from the Saints and then
troubles begin to rain on them. This is the punishment from Almighty Allah because they are
not asking from the good ones, the ones that Almighty Allah ordered us to be with, instead
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they keep company with the bad ones. When people get together with these “bad ones”
curses fall upon them. On the other hand when they are with the “good ones” blessings rain
on them. Therefore it is very important for you and for the entire Islamic world to look and
search for the Saints. Where are they ?They must search for them. If they are pleased with
them, then Allah Almighty and Rasoolullah (Sal) are pleased with them. If Almighty Allah
and Rasoolullah (Sal) are pleased with them, always mercy and blessings will pour on them.
Today people are fearful. What are they fearing. If Almighty Allah does not give them
permission nobody can be able to do anything. If He gives permission then no one can
prevent them (the Saints) from coming to you. Therefore this is a punishment because we are
not with the Saints. Some foolish people are attacking Saints and trying to put them down.
Therefore those who do this to them, have curses coming on them. “Ala inna awliya Allahi la
khawfun alaihim walahum yahzanoon.” Allah Almighty in the Holy Quran praises the Saints
when he says “In the Saints, there is no fear, in them now or in the future, and they will not be
sad forever.” It means that it is also for those who are with the Saints that they also shall have
no fear or sadness. The companions of the Prophet, (Sal), said that when they were fearful,
the Prophet, (Sal), was a shelter for them. Those who were far away came running to the
Prophet, (Sal) to feel safety with him. Al the Saints are the inheritors of the Prophet (Sal).
When you are going to be with them, physically or spiritually you are sheltered by them. If
you can’t find them physically, let your spiritual body search for them and be with them. If at
anytime you feel fear, run to them with your spiritual being. They should send a shelter and
also confidence to you. May Allah Almighty forgive us and our attenders here. Your hearts
are very suitable hearts. Therefore may blessings come on you. I feel confident and refreshed
through my heart as you are here with me. May Allah Almighty make it continuous and
forever. May He bless you and your ancestors.
-The Rope of Allah Almighty
Allah Almighty says : Fala Tamootunna illah Wa Antum Muslimoon. Allah Almighty
orders: “Oh people, Oh Believers, you believe, but through your heart you may lose your faith
and your wrong actions will make Iman to leave you and make belief to leave you and make
you not to die in Islam. You must be very careful not to lose your Iman by your speech, by
your actions or by your intentions or by your opinions. Bad opinions lead you to bad
intentions. Bad intentions lead you to bad actions and bad actions lead you to loose your faith
and your Iman”. “Fala Tamootunna Illa Wa Antum Muslimoon.”
You must take care and not be guided by our own opinion. There is no “own opinion” for
Muslims - Muslims who surrender to Allah Almighty and to Rasoolullah (Sal) should not
say: This is my opinion or that is my opinion because this is the twentieth century, and even if
it is the one hundred and twentieth century you must try only to follow and not to have
opinions. Don’t think that A-immatil arbathil the four Imams, gave their own opinions, No,
Never. They always gave their decisions after looking at the Quran and Hadees. Therefore
wrong opinions lead people to wrong intentions, wrong intentions lead them to wrong actions,
wrong actions harm Islam and destroys Islam. When they destroy Islam, they lose their faith
and Iman as well. Therefore Allah Almighty orders: Wa’thasimu bi Hablullahi Jami’ah.
Don’t say this is my opinion, or that is my opinion, come altogether in unity. “Wathasiu bi
Hablullahi Jami’’ah”. Allah Almighty says “Hablullah”.
Hablullah means Rope - Rope of Allah Almighty. What is that Rope? Have you seen that
Rope? What is that Rope? Hablullah. Quran: “Hablullahi Ummati”. Rasoolullah (Sal) said,
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“Quran Hablullahi Ummati.” Quran-e-Karim” is that Rope or the unbreakable Rope of Allah
Almighty. Then there are also two Qurans. Perhaps you have never heard about the two
Qurans? There are two Qurans - one is the silent Quran and the other the speaking Quran.
The Prophet (Sal) is the speaking Quran. The Sahaba, were with the speaking Quran. They
were not only reciting the silent Quran but they were understanding from the speaking Quran
wa’thasimu bi-Hablullahi Jami’ah.
What is that Quran? It is the Rasool (Sal) who is Hablullahi Ummati and you must
understand this point well. Please don’t aspire to reach the level of Rasoolullah (Sal) because
no Prophet ever inherited any money or property. Their only inheritance was Meeraz
(revelations) and nothing else. The Prophet (Sal) inherited the Holy Quran and the Holy
knowledge that was revealed. He left that Meraaz (revelations) to His Sahaba and to the
hearts of his Sahaba. Therefore Prophet (Sal) was given that inheritance by Allah Almighty,
who in turn gave it to the hearts of the Sahaba. Particularly Prophet (Sal) said that “Allah
Almighty poured through my heart and then I poured it to the heart of Abu Bakr (Ral). As
Prophet (Sal) was the speaking Quran to the Sahaba, the Sahaba were connected to him with
this unbreakable rope.
After the Prophet (Sal) the Umma was with the Sahaba, and after the Sahaba, who carried it?
Who carries that Divine trust which is revealed from heart to heart? Who are they? What is
the Speaking Quran and who is making mankind connected with that Rope. After the lifetime
of Prophet (Sal) who connected the Speaking Quran to the True Umma? Not the Umma, we
see today of people who think that anyone who reads a translation of the Holy Quran is an
authority on Islam. That is the way they think. It is their opinion. They don’t ask the
Speaking Quran or care to search for them and to be with them. That is our power. Islam’s
power is to be connected with holy people because Allah Almighty has promised that - If you
get connected with Hablullahi Ummathi, that is with such people who belong to the Heavens,
with such Holy people who are the Friends of Allah and who are close to Him and His Rasool
(Sal) and they are the Saints. If you are not with them “Wala Tafarraqu”, you would be
separated. It is such a sad separation that it is a punishment in itself. This is a punishment for
the Ummah and what is happening to the Ummah nowadays is only a punishment because
you are not getting connected with the inheritors of the Prophet (Sal) and because everyone is
claiming that they know in accordance with their opinions.

The End
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8- Come Again and Again Whoever you are:
From this Dergah of Splendour None is ever turned away
Today, as I was praying, an important point appeared in the mirror of my heart, a subject that
needs to be addressed. What is the position of every single person towards the rest of
humanity and the rest of creation in general? Each person, each being, is by nature selfcentered, though constantly interacting with others in his surroundings.
Everybody divides his fellow beings into distinct categories: those having more in common
with himself and others more in opposition - and the less in common the more critical the
question becomes. So as a follower of a certain religion, you must ask yourself, what your
attitude towards members of other religions will be. As a man, what kind of attitude do you
have towards women, or as a woman towards men? As an elderly person towards the young,
or as a youth, towards the elderly? As a wealthy person towards the poor, or as a poor man
towards the wealthy? As a literate person towards the illiterate? What is your attitude, as a
human being, towards animals, plants, inanimate objects, everything in existence?
The Holy Prophet, Muhammad, upon whom be peace, gave guidance to mankind in this
matter when he said: “My Lord has taught me to show respect to all, to maintain a high level
of good manners, and my Lord has perfected His teaching’. Now we need to know what
those best manners are, and how they help us to show respect to all creatures in accordance
with their respective levels, for, while Allah Almighty has made all creatures worthy of
respect, He has especially honored mankind. We are invited to realize the full potential of
that honor by perfecting our relations with all that surrounds us.
This perfection calls for a balance in our relations, along with the perception of the
differences between beings and an ability to adjust our behavior according to those
distinctions. This is because Allah’s creatures, most especially men, are not factory
productions, mass produced and cut out of the same mould.
Each person has his own unique form, characteristics and capabilities - you can’t find two
exactly identical people even identical twins may differ drastically in character. Everyone
carries something distinct, and we must observe these varying and distinguishing marks, that
thereby we may receive Divine Wisdom, and marvel at the Power of our Lord, for who else
could create such diversity? Whether you look around you at your fellow men, or at the stars
in the sky, you will know, by their infinite variations that only Allah could have created the
universe.
Human beings, the “Crown of Creation”, are candidates for the honourable rank of “Deputy
of Allah on Earth”. We are beings who have been endowed with the potential for uncovering
a great secret within ourselves. If in heedlessness we do not strive for it, it will remain deeply
hidden within ourselves. What is the great secret within man that he must discover to attain
this rank? It is to understand that you are a manifestation of one of our Lord’s endless Divine
Attributes.
Each person manifests a distinct attribute, no matter how many billions of people appear and
disappear from this Earth, each one manifests a unique aspect of the Divine Reality. Each
Divine Attribute is distinct, and, when fully unveiled, equally Divine. Therefore, our Lord is
oblivious to our outward forms but is always mindful of the states of our hearts, as the heart of
each man is a throne from among the endless thrones of Allah Almighty. That heart is not the
organ in or chests, it is only represented by it as a figure of speech. In your real heart, your
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“heart of hearts”, there is a throne and He Almighty appears on that throne through a distinct
attribute that manifests in you, and nowhere else in creation.
Therefore, you must respect everyone in existence, as, in reality, that respect is the respect for
your Lord within him. That is the way our Prophet treated people, the way taught by real
Islam: a deviance from this “Way of best manners” is a dangerous innovation (bid’a) of high
degree. The respect that we must show towards our fellow human beings is such that, should
a baby be born, take three breaths and die, we must name him, wash his body and pray over
him the funeral prayer; and if there is no one else to perform those rites, even the Sultan
himself is required to do so, and even if it be that baby is born to the lowest class of his
subjects.
And what if the living or the dead be of another religion or without religion, do we show them
less respect? One day the Holy Prophet (sal) was sitting with his companions when a funeral
procession passed by. The Holy Prophet (sal) stood up in a sign of respect to that departed
soul. One of the companions said: “Oh Messenger of Allah, that is the body of one of the
heathens. Are you showing respect to such people?” It was a sign of bad manners for that
companion to say this, and he immediately regretted it.
Does the Prophet (sal) not know whether that dead person and those of the procession are
Muslims or idol-worshippers? If not, how can he be a Prophet? But as the companions were
at different levels of understanding and manners, building gradually towards perfection, the
Prophet Muhammad (sal) was always patient with those who showed such a challenging
attitude; he explained his actions to that companion according to the level of his
understanding - which was the common level.
How difficult for the common believer, whose human feelings are caught in the ebb and flow
of daily events to understand how the Prophet gave this respect for people who were actively
engaged in oppressing the Muslims - killing and boycotting them, and generally showing
abominable qualities! How difficult for the common people to make a distinction between
people’s bad actions and the Divine Realities hidden and veiled, yet present and untouched, in
their heart of hearts, and in this way to understand why you must not hate your enemies! Such
understanding makes a person eligible to receive Divine Secrets, and a category of knowledge
the Holy Prophet (sal) was instructed to reveal only to initiates.
Therefore, to guide that companion in the general direction of this reality while not revealing
to him that which he could not comprehend, the Holy Prophet (sal) told him: “Yes, these are
unbelievers, but you must know that each one has Angels accompanying him, recording his
good and bad deeds, and the Angel of Death, Azrail, is accompanying the dead man as well: I
am standing out of respect for those Angels”. In this way the Holy Prophet instructed all
Muslims to show respect to all people living and dead, no matter how terrible their actions
might be.
Mevlana Jalauddin Rumi, an Islamic Saint known throughout East and West (and the author
of the epic Sufi poem, the Mathnawi) was once crossing a marketplace when a priest passed
by and bowed his head in respect. Mevlana returned this gesture, bowing even lower, from the
waist. The people asked him: “How is it that you bowed in front of that priest (who
represents a religion that failed to recognize the Holy Prophet of Islam)?” In Islam, bowing is
a gesture generally reserved for the worship of Allah, other signs of respect being used more
commonly.
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Then Mevlana answered them, on a level that accorded with their understanding: “That priest
was humbling himself in front of us. He is Christian, we are Muslim; and Islam represents the
completion of every goodness found in Christianity. Therefore, if he is humble we must
strive to be even more humble”.
This explanation is true, but on a deeper level, this reciprocation may be understood as
respect to the real personality, the Divine Personality of that priest - and it is only He Allah
Almighty who dresses His servants in differing outward forms and predisposes them for
different kinds of actions. Mevlana recognized that it was his Lord who dressed him as a
Sheikh and dressed that man as a priest; and if He wills, He can cause them to change roles,
for each of their hearts to cling to the other’s religion in the blink of an eye; and who can say
what Allah will do? What is beneath all these clothes but the throne of Allah, in a unique
personality manifestation?
In the Holy Quran it is related that, when Allah Almighty created Adam, He ordered all the
Angels to prostrate in front of him. Do you think Allah Almighty was ordering them to
worship other than Himself? All of the Angels were able to perceive that Divine
Manifestation in Adam, and bowed down to their Lord by prostration in front of Adam. But
also in attendance was Satan, who was veiled by envy, and said: “What is he that I should
worship him: I worship God alone”. But Satan could not see what was inside of Adam: all the
Holy Names of Allah that were to be manifested by all of his descendants. Were those veils
of envy to be lifted, he would have been the first to obey. Envy blinds us to this vision, and,
unhappily, it prevented many of those who represented earlier revealed religions from
recognizing the Prophet Muhammad (sal) when he came, the veritable brother of the Prophets
they venerate.
If we can remember that the presence of this Divine secret is in people’s hearts, and look past
their outward forms and actions, we may learn from everything and everyone and increase in
wisdom. Only with this vision can we aspire to a magnanimity that will cause good actions to
appear from people, for a ray of their Divine Essence to shine through and encourage the veils
of ego to be lifted. Respect of the Divine Nature in man leads to familiarity between people,
and familiarity opens the way to love, and all love belongs to our Lord.
Our main responsibility in life is this: to clean off the bad characteristics that cover our Divine
Personalities, and once we have accomplished this to help others free themselves of that
heavy burden. We must always remember the sacrosanct nature of souls. Look, Sayyidina
Umar, who was to become the second Khalifa of Islam, came to the Holy Prophet (sal) with
the intention of killing him, but left that meeting with a heart full of love and goodness. He
was the same man, the essence of his being never changed, only his attitude did. So, we must
always beware of saying: “So-and-so is a bad person”. You can’t say that of his real essence,
no.
Although we regard the essences of people, we don’t accept their bad actions, but “fire upon”
them the same way that a surgeon removes a tumor from a patient and leaves healthy tissue
inside of him: He knows to distinguish healthy tissue from cancerous tissue and removes only
what is dangerous..
That is the method practiced by all the Prophets of all revealed religions from the beginning to
the end. To help people purify themselves of destructive characteristics was the mission of
Moses, of Jesus and also of the Seal of Prophets Muhammed (sal), who was ordered by his
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Lord: “Purify them”. They all worked to this end and never despaired of success, as they had
certainty that a treasure remained buried in people’s hearts.
Look, if you have a precious diamond and then it falls into the toilet, are you going to flush it
down with the dirties? Would anyone suggest such a thing? Perhaps some proud or weakstomached people might call for a servant to do it, but no one in his right mind would flush it
away. Then, when you retrieve that diamond you are going to wash it with soap and water
thoroughly, perhaps dip it in rose oil, and then return it to your finger. No one is then
thinking that diamond is dirty. Diamonds do not absorb the qualities of what they fall into souls are the same.
In our time many people are searching for common ground upon which followers of all
religions may stand, a school of thought which may trace its thread through all true
inspiration. This is that common ground: aspire to a deeper understanding through your
religion, an understanding that will open your eyes to the presence of the One in all things that
will reveal to you the respectability of all creatures, especially human beings, and enable you
to desist from hating evildoers even while opposing their plots.
This view will distance us from such a strong identity with labels that evoke fervor or enmity,
as: American, Russian, German, Turkish, Greek, Armenian, Jewish, Christian, Muslim,
Buddhist, etc… and draw us closer to the realization that our Lord has honoured us all equally
through the universal presence of His Divine Essence in our hearts. From that vantage point
we will see that our Lord has given us through that Essence wonderful and unique
characteristics, and made each and every one of us a manifestation of His Divine Attributes,
of Himself.
Then it will be clear to us as well, that the veils of ego that cover our essence are as varied and
subtle as the differences in the manifestation of the Essence; every one has unique “ego traps”
designed to catch his own unique soul - and to avoid or escape these traps is at the heart of the
knowledge of the Way. Only the one who approaches his Lord with sincere piety may
discover that way, and that sincerity is what our Lord desires of us, what is of real value, as
He says in His Holy Book: “The best (or most honourable) of you is the most sincerely pious
and god-fearing”. In other words, our Lord has honored us all, but reserves His highest
honors for those who strive towards Him.
The Prophet Muhammad, upon whom be peace, was endowed with the widest understanding
of the significance of the Holy Verse: “We have honoured all the Children of Adam”, the
understanding of the presence of the One in the many. Mevlana Jalaluddin Rumi was given
the distinction of declaring these realities most openly to all Nations, inviting all people
unconditionally through an open door, saying:
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Come, come, whoever you may be,Come again.
And be you non believer,Magian or idolater,
Come again. Ours is not a Dergah of despair!
Though you may have broken
Your repentance a hundred times
Come again.
As Allah Almighty opens His doors to all His servants, so do we accept our Lord’s servants.
We are not fanatics who spend their lives interrogating those who seek to quench their thirst
at the fountain. This is the way of our Grandsheikh, who declared: “I am an advocate for all
the Children of Adam on the Last Day”. When someone arrives at our doorstep, we know
who sent him, so we can’t turn him away.
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9- THE LOVE CENTRE OF THE HEARTS
and the LOVE OF THE MOST BELOVED OF ALLAH
Oh Allah Almighty, give me your love,
and the love of those whom you love and the
good actions that will lead me to your love.

(a prayer of the Prophet Muhammad sal)
May Allah Almighty make us to be with his friends. It is difficult to be a friend of Allah as it
may be too big for us, but at least we must try to be a friend to his friends. I never claim that I
am a friend of Allah and I am ashamed to say, “Oh my Lord, make me one of your friends”
but I am asking from Lord Almighty Allah that He grants me to be with His great friends, and
to be the friend of His friends. This is the lowest point of Iman and below this level there is
no level. As for him who loves the friends of Allah, even if he does not do any other good
actions it should be a reason for his safety. It is impossible for that person to die, having a
bad end (inhatima). Yes, he is never going to have a bad end. That Muhabba, that love,
which is through his heart, keeps him with the friends of Allah. Islam was built on the
foundation of love from the beginning to the end.
Firstly Seyyedina Muhammad (sal), he is the beloved of Allah. Allah loves him and therefore
his composition is mixed with Divine Love. He became Habibullah (the most beloved of
Allah). Almighty Allah granted to him from His Divine Love. Seyyedina Muhammed (sal),
was taking from Almighty Allah this Muhabba, this Divine Love and giving from this to his
Sahaba (the Companions of the Prophet). If he was not giving this Divine Love to his Sahaba,
his Sahaba would not have been able to love him.
Hazarat Omar who loved the Prophet Muhammad (sal) so much told him one day, “Ya
Rasoolullah (Oh Messenger of Allah), I love you, I love you more than my family and my
children excepting for the love that I have for myself.” Then the Prophet (sal) said to him,
“Ya, Omar, till you love me more than your own being, you will not be able to reach to kamal
ul iman (Perfect Iman)”. The Prophet (sal) by saying this, made Seyyadina Omar to improve
from the level that he was in, into what the Prophet (sal) was asking of him. This is a
miraculous power of Rasoolullah (sal) Mujizah). From that very instant, in that very moment,
he made Seyyadina Omar to say that he loved him more than his own being. Rasoolullah
quietly took him to that point. All the Sahaba loved Rasoolullah (sal) from their souls. Don’t
think that the above was only for Seyyadina Omar, no, it is open for the whole Ummah of the
Prophet Muhammad (sal) and for all the nations. Yes, any one may be able to love the
Prophet Muhammad (sal) even more than his own soul.
The Sahabas were full of love for the Prophet Muhammad (sal). They were full of this Divine
love. Muhabbah. It was with this feeling of being fully in love with Rasoolullah (sal), that
they traversed through the East and West giving the Prophet?s message to all people. They
did not know their languages when they preached through all nations. When they were
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preaching, people gathered around the Sahaba and listened to them even though they did not
speak their language, but the love centre in their hearts were speaking to them. May be they
recited only the Holy Quran but that love through their reciting reached to the hearts of the
people. It was because of this that it was possible for Islam to spread from East to West even
in such a short period of time of a quarter century, twenty five years. That is a miracle. If the
Europeans had the intelligence to think on this point they would have submitted to Islam.
They would have said “Ashadu An La Ilaha Illallah Wa Ashadu Anna Muhammad ur
Rasoolullah”(I bear witness that there is no God but Allah and I further bear witness that
Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah).
Such a revolution had never happened on the face of this earth so that in such a short time a
new religion became established through the East and West throughout powerful nations.
Rasoolullah (sal) changed nations and this was a big miracle, but today these fanatical
unbelievers and fanatical enemies of reality (mutassim) never think on this point. How is it
possible that one illiterate person, through an unknown desert, and who came from an
unknown people, was able to get up and say “la ilaha illahllah” and also to say “I shall be
victorious, I have come to destroy falsehood (batil)” and he destroyed it, and was also
victorious. But the Europeans are not able to think on this point as they want haqq (truth) to
come from themselves not through Islam.
Yes we were saying that Muhabbat ‘ love made Islam enter into the hearts of all these nations.
The Sahaba went all over the world from the far East to the far West. Perhaps to more than
seventy nations and preached to people who spoke more than one hundred languages. The
Sahaba only knew to speak Arabic. How did they address them. How did they make Da’wah
(preach), and Islam go into their hearts? You speak, only with the tongue and not from the
heart and therefore no one listens to you. But your hearts must say “minal kalbi minal
dalwish a lilaa”. We are trying to bring that method back to the Umma today through the
tariqats. We want to bring love back to the Ummah, (nation of the Prophet) because without
love you won’t be able to make them into one people, in the land.
If you are unable to give Muhabba ‘ love to the hearts, you won’t be able to connect up one
world with another. Our aim is to make the Ummah to love each other. It is impossible for
the Ummah to love each other without meeting on the love of Allah. Only the one who meets
on the same lines can be together. There shall be no jealousy, no hatred and no enmity among
themselves. When a person meets another through the Divine Love Oceans how can there be
jealousy, hatred, enmity and envy. It is impossible. Yes, it is impossible.
I am foreigner to this country and yesterday I met some people and they were all new ones to
me. They were all fighting to get to me, pushing this way and that, kissing my hand and
trying to get something from me. How is this love coming through them for me. I have never
seen them before. They meet me only once and they are trying to attack me with their love.
From where is this love coming? It is coming from the secret power of Iman, from a secret
line of the Prophet (sal), and it is coming from heart to hearts. Only hearts will understand
what I say. Yes that is important. We are asking that this love would be common through the
whole Muslim community. They must be in love.
The leaders of the Quraish came up to the uncle of the Prophet (sal) and said to him, “Tell
your nephew that we will give him anything that he may ask for. We will give him what he
wants from our properties and from our daughters. Yes we will make him to be even our
king. The only condition is that he should stop his preaching”. The uncle of the Prophet
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conveyed this to him and the Prophet replied, “Even if they give to me the sun in my one hand
and the moon in the other I shall not stop my preaching, and I am not asking anything from
them in return, for my preaching”.
That was the foundation of Islam and the Prophet (sal) trained his Sahaba in this fashion.
They only say “illahi antha maksoodi” (Oh our Lord, Allah we are asking only for Your
pleasure so that You may be pleased with us, that is our aim, nothing else). In Da’wah we are
not asking for anything from you, neither for us or for the people of our country. My aim is to
make that Divine Love that is in my heart to be able to reach to the hearts of believers. Do
you think that this love contained in our hearts is not enough for all nations? Don’t be in
doubt. Even if one heart reaches to Divine Love, the love from that heart is enough to reach to
the hearts of the people of all nations.
Have you heard about the well of Zam Zam. Even if all nations were to use its water it would
not empty. It is impossible. Likewise hearts, that is more important. The Divine Love that
runs through our hearts is enough and more for the hearts of the people of all the nations. If
Allah is willing (Insha Allah) we hope that this is a grant from Allah Almighty to me, and to
you, and we hope that we can make Divine Love to reach to the whole of mankind and
through this to make them alive, never to die and to have everlasting life.
The End
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10- KNOW YOURSELF to find THE HIDDEN IDENTITY
Don’t allow your mind to be busy with the world (dunya). Let yourself be with Allah
Subhana wa Tala. Let your thinking and everything else be of Him. You are a human being
and as such, the highest and most valuable of all creatures. You are honour to Allah, because
you are created to be His servants. Honour is only for those who are in servant hood, and they
will have many people coming after them, trying to make them back off and to turn them
away from their way. This is all they will ever be able to do, as they cannot take your heart in
their grasp with their hands. They may reach to your physical body and take that away, but
the Iman (certitude or belief) in your heart they cannot even touch.
Your heart must either be with Allah, or with dunya (the world). One or the other. If it is with
dunya, then their hands may reach to squeeze you. But if your heart is with Allah Subhana
wa Tala then they cannot reach to you. He will protect you so that they are not able to reach to
you. If your heart is with Allah, then your physical bodies’ actions will never harm you.
Never!
You cannot imagine being close to Allah Almighty, physically, but when you are keeping
your soul (heart) with Allah Almighty, then you become closer to His Divine Presence, and
that carries your body to be also in the Divine Presence. But if you follow your physical
desires, your soul cannot carry you to the Divine Presence. Those really alive are living with
Allah.
At least when we pray we must try to be with Allah Almighty, then it will be spreading after
the prayer, and the blessings will be running through all of our actions throughout the twentyfour hours in a day. Honour is for “alive people”. We made an oath on the Day of Promises,
to Allah, that we would be with Him, and not leave Him. But now that we are here, we are
leaving Him. Honour for believers, depends on their Nur (Divine Lights). Their rank and
closeness to Allah, here and in the hereafter, depends upon it. So we must look for Nur.
There is not one moment even be it for the duration of a blink of an eye that the Holy Prophet
Muhammad (sal) is not with Allah. If he is not with Allah, then with whom should he be?
What else is there more important than to be with Allah? Is there anything that gives higher
honour that to sit with Allah? Allah Almighty is saying, “I am sitting with the one who is
remembering me” (hadith). If you are with Allah, Allah will be with you and this is what is
required from you. Say, “O my Lord, You are that which I am asking for.” This should be
your aim. Someone who is intending to go somewhere, always has his destination as his aim
and in his sight. Your aim must be to reach to the Ocean of Unity.
All difficulties and problems are due to being distant from Allah. The one who is far from
Allah, is not with Allah. The reason for all difficulties, sins, depressions, worries and all
dangers in this world, and in the hereafter, is from being far away from Allah. All problems
and complaints come from being far away from Allah.
As for him who reaches to the Oceans of Unity, it becomes that he is with Allah. It is like a
drop of water falling into the ocean, coming closer and closer to the ocean, and when it enters
the Ocean, nothing is left of this drop of water.All Sufi Orders, especially the Naqshabandi
Tariqa, encourages people, to ask to be with Allah. He is with you, but you are not with Him.
He didn’t forget you. He is with you, wherever you are. Even in barzakh, on the Day of
Judgment, or in Paradise. There is no place where He is not with His servants.
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The time with Allah is of the highest rank, and is of the greatest value. Be with Allah. Where
is Allah? Allah is the Creator. His existence is forever. He has no beginning and no end.
None one can be like Himself. He is the Only One. You cannot ask, “Where He is?”
However you may ask, “Where is He not?” “Where is He not present?” “Is there anywhere
or any place that you are able to find without Allah?” Absolute existence is for Himself only.
His existence fills everywhere. Do you know this to be the case, or not?
Allah is ordering us, “Don’t think about Myself (His Essence).” “You can not.” “t is
prohibited to try and think about how I am” No! Forbidden. “You can think about that which
I created.” At least you may think about your own personality.
You are now like one of those stone pyramids in Egypt. People, look at them and think that
are only built from stone, with no doors or windows. “Impossible!” “For what purpose?”
“No gates or holes!?” But the time is coming when people will think seriously about how it is.
And they will say, “We must look into it and find out.” Then when they get deep into thought
about it, the Lord of heavens will open a space to find a way inside.
Now you are like a pyramid, thinking that you have no gates, no holes and no way to heavens.
That you are like a stone building on earth. Running around, coming, going, eating, drinking
and then finishing. But the Lord of heavens says that if you take serious care to find a way
from you to you, you will find it. When He opens it, you should find your Lords way. But if
you are not opening yourself, and knowing, then you cannot find a way to your Lord. (Or to
know Him).The gateway to your Lord is through yourself. You are the door which you must
open, and then find your Lord’s Divine Presence.
He is with the smallest piece of mass. Even if it is smaller than an atom, yet He is with it. If
He is not with it, then, there is no existence for it. Allah must be with everything of what He
created. Therefore you may ask from Him. He is not away from you, but perhaps you are far
away from yourself. This is because you do not know yourself, physically or spiritually. Noone knows his personal identity and no-one knows what his ego (I-ness) is, or his soul. Yet
your spiritual being is hidden from you. The road is long and the work difficult, in order to
reach to its hidden identity. This must be done patiently, step by step.
Allah Almighty likes for His servants to cry, shout and ask from Him, always. He likes for us
to be like lions. The one with his Lord is like a lion and the one with his ego is like a jackal.
The jackal is a dirty and harmful animal. The Lion is the king of the jungle. When he growls,
everyone is in fear. The Lion never fears. All animals live in groups, but the Lion is single
and doesn’n t accept another in its area. Groowwl!
The End
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11- THEE ALONE WE WORSHIP AND
FROM THEE ALONE WE SEEK HELP
When a Sheik orders you to do something you must obey him. When a Sheik orders you, do
you say, “yes,” to him or “no,” to him. Do you question him, “Why did you order me so”.
Does a soldier ask the reason for an order coming to him from his officer. Does he tell his
officer that he will not obey him, or ask the reason for this order? The attitude that a soldier
has towards his officer should be the attitude that a Mureed must have towards a Murshid.
This is the lowest level of Tariqa. The Mureed must not question his Sheik. It should not be
like Sayyidina Moosa (alai) questioning the wisdom of Sayyidina Khidr (alai). These are the
orders that a Sheik gives his Mureed so that he would become a good servant to Sayyidina
Muhammed (on whom be peace), and to Allah Almighty.
If a Mureed does not have Adab with his Sheik, he will not learn to have Adab with the
Prophet (on whom be peace). This means that he will also not learn to have Adab with Allah
Almighty. The foolish Wahabi’s are denying this Tharbiya. When a person does not accept to
be the servant of Sayyidina Muhammed (on whom be peace), they are also not accepted to be
the servants of Allah Almighty because Allah Almighty shall not accept their servant hood.
Allah Almighty says “Go to my Praised servant Sayyidina Muhammed (on whom be peace),
first, be his servant and then come to me, give your respect to him and then come to me. If
you do not respect him I shall not accept your respect to me. I Allah Almighty am giving
Divine Respect to my beloved servant Sayyidina Muhammed (on whom be peace), then how
is it that you deny giving respect to my beloved One “.
This is the real Adab that Tariqat’s give, and for which we are in need today. Yes, it is easy to
understand this, but these square headed people do not understand. They say that respect to
Sayyidina Muhammed (on whom be peace), is Shirk (associating partners with Allah). They
say that we are associating partners with Allah Almighty.
How can they say this when Allah Almighty himself gives His Divine Respect to Sayyidina
Muhammed (on whom be peace). How can you say that you cannot give respect to Prophet
(on whom be peace). They say that he is dead and therefore there is no need to give respect.
What is this foolishness. Allah Almighty gives everlasting respect to Sayyidina Muhammed
(on whom be peace), and they say to Allah Almighty, “why is it that Allah Almighty is giving
respect to Sayyidina Muhammed (on whom be peace), who has now died”. Those who say
this are kafirs, no worse than the kafirs. Yes, you must first try to be a servant of Sayyidina
Muhammed (on whom be peace), if not Allah Almighty will not accept your servant hood.
Allah Almighty threw away the worship of Iblis because he did not accept to be the servant of
Adam (alai). He was ordered to respect Adam (alai) as the Noor Muhammedi was carried by
Adam (alai). Allah Almighty ordered all the Angels to give their highest respect by
prostrating, making Sajda to Adam (alai), as Adam (alai) was carrying the Noor of Sayyidina
Muhammed (on whom be peace). Iblis did not accept to do Sajda to Adam (alai) and due to
this he was chased away.
We know that no one of mankind would be able to reach to the level of Iblis’ s worship to
Allah Almighty. He worshipped Allah Almighty for thousands and thousands of years. But
when he refused to be the servant of beloved Muhammed (on whom be peace), when he
refused to bow down before Adam (alai) he did not reap any benefit from all his worship.
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This is because Adam (alai) was carrying the light of Sayyidina Muhammed (on whom be
peace), the Noor Muhammedi.
Why are some people refusing to give respect to Sayyidina Muhammed (on whom be peace).
Everyone is refusing to do Sajda to Sayyidina Muhammed (on whom be peace), today. Take
the example of Yakoob (alai). He was a Prophet, and his sons were also Prophets. They made
Sajda to Yousuf (alai). Did they commit the sin of Shirk.
The Wahabi’s are angry when people kiss my hand or kiss the hand of some other respectable
person. What about the eleven brothers of Sayyidina Yousuf (alai) who prostrated before
Yousuf (alai). All eleven of them were Prophets and Sayyidina Yakoob (alai) being the father
and also a Prophet bowed to Sayyidina Yousuf (alai) and made Sajda to him. Is anyone
denying this. Then what about doing Sajda to Sayyidina Muhammed (on whom be peace).
Animals they did Sajda to Sayyidina Muhammed (on whom be peace). We are more than
animals we may also do Sajda. At the beginning however it may not be clear for people, as
they have been prevented from doing Sajda to Sayyidina Muhammed (on whom be peace).
When you say Iyyaka Na’budu Wa Iyyaka Nasthaeen, to whom do you address it. Allah
Almighty is Ghaib. If he is Ghaib, not present, to whom do you say Iyyaka? Who is that
Iyyaka. Allah Almighty knows that you do not know to whom you are doing Sajda when you
do Sajda to Allah Almighty because you are told that He is Ghaib - Invisible. This is Secret
Sirr, and there are Oceans of Knowledge and Oceans of Secrets in the Holy Quran and this is
from its Secret Wisdom. Yes, when you are saying Iyyaka Na’budu Wa Iyyaka Nasthaeen,
Allah Almighty knows that common servants are not looking at Him. But as a training you
must look at the one to whom you make Sajda to. You must know that one when you are
looking towards that one .
When some people say Allahu Akbar, they look towards the Kibla but who are they looking at
through this Kibla. They are looking at that One to whom they are saying “Iyyaka N’abudu
wa iyyaka nasthaeen”, and not to the empty walls or to the empty house which is the Kibla.
The empty Baithullah does not give any benefit to the Umma.
Baithullah means the House of Allah Almighty. I am saying that it is the Baith or the house of
Sheik ul Burra. If he is not in that house how could I say that it is the house of Sheik Ul Burra.
Iza Ma Yakhthanee Sheik Ul Burra Ma Yakoon Haqiqathan Baithul Sheik Ul Burra. If there
was not the Lord in His House we cannot call it the House of Allah Almighty (Baithullah).
Why are we saying Baithullah to the House of the Lord if He is not in it. We know that Allah
Almighty is everywhere. Yes, we know that, but He is also specially in that Baithullah to be
seen. If anyone, who looks for Him, looks for Him there, they may see Him. The Umma are
making Sajda, looking to the Kibla, to the Baithullah. Yes, they must look as to whom they
are making Sajda. Surely they are not making Sajda to the walls of the Ka’aba. That is Shirk.
How can you say that you can make Sajda to walls. How can it be so. Who do they see when
they look towards the walls of the Ka’aba. They are looking at the Lord of the Ka’aba, who
has been dressed by Divine Dressings, and to him who is the Khalifathullah, the
representative of Allah Almighty. When you say Iyyaka you look at him and when you look
at him you are looking at Allah Almighty.
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Therefore this is the way of training so that people would be able to reach the Divine Presence
of Allah Almighty. How can one be a servant of Allah Almighty if he is not ready to be the
servant of Rasulullah (on whom be peace), before that.
The training of a soldier first takes place at the hands of a Sergeant, and then thereafter at the
hands of a Colonel. When he is a Colonel he goes up to be a General after receiving training
at the hands of a General. How is it possible for a soldier to go up to the highest position of
being a Commander when he does not know the lower position of being a soldier. This is the
Adab.
Likewise it is important for a Muslim to be trained at the hands of a Murshid Ul Kamil, a
perfect inheritor of Sayyidina Muhammed (on whom be peace), who knows to train Mureeds.
May Allah Almighty help us.
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12- THE CHANGING OF MASTERS
and the CONSENSUS OF THE TRUE SHEIKHS
Insha’allah, we are about to speak on a very important subject. We are going to talk on
Tariqa Orders (Sufi Orders). So many people come to Damascus from different countries in
order to visit us. Some of them already belong to a sheikh and a Tariqat order. They are now
asking for new Bayyat from us. One of them, Sheikh Salahuddin, is finding conflict in
himself about this. This is why we have to make clear to everyone all over the world so they
may know as to what is Tariqat, who is a sheikh, how many Sheikhs may one follow, and
what the relation of Sheikhs to each other is.
Allah Almighty will ask from everyone on the Last Day, “What did you bring today, oh My
servant? Did you bring Qalb-us-Saleem, a pure heart, a golden, precious heart?” Allah
Almighty is asking from everyone to have a clean heart. You may make it pure only through
tariqat orders. Those without tariqat are only occupying themselves with the outer life and
leaving out the heart.
There are 41 tariqats (Sufi Orders). Forty (40) of them springing from the heart of Imam Ali,
and one (1), the Naqshabandi order, coming from the heart of Abu Bakr as-Siddiq, (may
Allah be pleased with them). The Prophet had 124,000 companions. Who was the Grand
companion? It was Abu Bakr. The Prophet said, “The whole of what Allah entrusted to me
on the Night Journey I put into the heart of Abu Bakr.” Sayyidina Ali was connected to Abu
Bakr in such a way as to make Ali the entrance of the City of Knowledge. This is well known
among the real tariqat Sheikhs. They respect the Naqshbandi Order as the first one. I am
talking about the real Sheikhs, not of those giving titles to themselves.
All of the Great Sheikhs, Jilani, Rumi, Darqawi, Rifai, knew the real station of the
Naqshabandi order. If a person is following one of these other tariqats, they may take Tariqat
Naqshabandiya also and remain free to follow those exercises or follow the Naqshabandiya
exercises. If also they only follow the Naqshabandi exercises it is enough. It doesn’t matter
whether you are coming from another Tariqat into the Naqsahbandi Order. Some fear that
their first Sheikh will hear they have taken a second tariqat and be angry with them. If he is a
real Sheikh, how can he be angry? A real Sheikh must know if his mureed was given to him
on the Day of Promises or not. A shepherd knows his sheep, even one from a thousand and
even if they are all white. He has light in his eyes and recognizes them without mistake.
In Tariqat there is no sorrow or anger if any mureed goes to another Sheikh. We are thankful
to the first Sheikh for training him until he reaches his real Sheikh. Abu Yazid al Bistami
said, “During my search, I met 99 sheikhs before reaching my Grandsheikh.” You may meet
so many Sheikhs and take exercises, but you may not find satisfaction until you find your
Grandsheikh and then it is like a river meeting the Ocean. So many Sheikhs are only trainers,
but finally a Grandsheikh must call you. Not by letters but from heart to heart. There are
ways. If a Naqshabandi Sheikh is giving tariqat, he must tell the mureed who the
Grandsheikh for the Naqshbandi Order is in this time. He must point out to him.
So many people from the West are coming now invited by the way of hearts, to our
Grandsheikh. The chain of Sheikhs ends in one. Our Grandsheikh is the last link in the
Golden Chain and he is holding that position. I am only his servant. As for the other
Naqshabandi Sheikhs, we are waiting for them to renew their Bayyat with us or else they are
only putting on titles for themselves.
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Seyyadina Muhammad Mahdi alaihi salam and his seven (7) Grand Wazirs, his ninety nine
(99) Caliphas and the three hundred and thirteen (313) Grand Murshids are all from the
Naqshabandi Tariqat. In this time, there is no power for other tariqats to carry people all the
way to the ultimate goal. All are invited to renew Bayyat to our Grandsheikh and then they
may observe their improvement. In our time, there may be one thousand (1000) Naqsahbandi
Sheikhs, but there is only one Grandsheikh bringing them all together and he is the Imam. If
you bring the 124,000 Sahaba together, who is the Imam? It is Abu Bakr as Siddique (ral).
Each Sheikh must appoint one Deputy. Mevlana Khalid Baghdadi appointed Sheikh Ismail,
but so many Naqshbandi Orders lost him in their Silsila (Chain of Spiritual Transmission) and
lost also the secret of our Grandsheikh. Now there are so many Naqshabandi Sheikhs in
Damacus, Aleppo and Homs who can’t find a successor. Except for our Grandsheikh, no one
has pointed to a Deputy. This is because we have Sheikh Ismail in our Silsila.
If my Grandsheikh’s power would fully appear, no one could be sitting here; but that
tremendous guiding and directing power (Irshad) is being stored up for the time of Sayyidina
Al-Mahdi. At that time, al other Tariqats will be engulfed by the huge irshad ‘ power carried
through the Naqshbandiyya Tariqat , they will be engulfed like inland seas being absorbed
into a great ocean. Other Tariqats are already all slowly grinding to a halt, not moving
forward. Since no Grandsheikhs are appearing among them, all that is left of them is their
saying, “Follow this Tariqat or that one.” Since no Grandsheikhs are now appearing among
them, they are only imitating what they found their predecessors practicing, without being
able to improve - like soldiers marching in place.
(A person in attendance commented) : “Some of the Sheikhs of the other Tariqats are angry at
you for your making such statements; they think that you are making Naqshbandi politics,
trying to take away their disciples.”
(Sheikh Nazim replied) : Don’t speak foolish words. They may scream, “Politics!” and they
may be angry, but they must know that what we are saying is reality, not politics; for we hate
politics. If they have real spiritual knowledge (Maanawi Ulum), then they may see the reality
of what we are saying; if not, they may be angry - but their anger is useless. Now, the Last
Prophet, Muhammad (sal), is present in the spiritual realm and for the Awliya there is an
assembly with the Prophet’s Presence every night. If they are there, they may realize and
know; if not, then they are only with us - not seeing what will happen and not seeing the
reality of what happens now. If the latter is the case, then they are only looking at books and
talking, and you can’t know these things like that - no, that knowledge is distinct, it comes by
way of the hearts.
When you are mentioning the names of persons, we may know whether they are inside or
outside. In the time of Abdul-Qadir Al-Jilani, a great Grandsheikh, there was another sheikh
who heard about him and said to his pupils : “I have heard so much about this Sheikh AbdulQadir, but I have been waiting at the entrance of Allah Almighty’s Power Castle for thirty
years, and up until now I haven’t seen him entering or leaving, so how is it that they are
saying he is such a huge Sheikh?” When Abdul-Qadir heard this, he laughed and said: “How
can a doorkeeper know who sits in the presence of the King, in the proximity of the Majestic
Lord?”
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And so, you may find so many Tariqat Sheikhs, but their levels are different. So why are they
angry? Do they claim to know everything? What we have stated we know from the Heavenly
Assembly, and that knowledge is coming to us from the “central power station”, so that if
they bring forward a statement, claim or knowledge, we know from where they are bringing
it. If anyone is angry because of these things, he is providing proof that he is not from the
Assembly of Awliya; but he who says, “I believe in this and more,” you must know that he is
from within.
Al Tariqats teach people humbleness and to accept the truth. Who accompanied the Prophet
when he made his migration (Hijra) from Mecca to Medina? - Abu Bakr. And what did the
Prophet say about Abu Bakr? – “Everything My Lord put into my heart, I have put into the
heart of Abu Bakr.” Which Sheikh can come to argue with us saying, “Abu Bakr is our father
in Tariqat”? (Only the Naqshbandiyya Tariqat traces its lineage back to the Prophet through
Abu Bakr, the rest of the Tariqats came through Sayyidina Ali). Grandsheikh is the inheritor
of Abu Bakr - only ignorant people can deny this.
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13- INTERPRETATION OF THE QURAN and THE OCEANS OF KNOWLEDGE
Allah Almighty says that whatever that a person may ask for is to be found in the Holy
Quran. He says Quranul kareem kithabul mubeen, but we cannot enter into these
Oceans of Knowledge because it is for Sahib Makamul Mahmud who is Seyyadina
Muhammad, on whom be peace. It is he who has been authorised to enter into these
Oceans and to bring out pearls from it. He is the one who during a period of twenty
three years made the Holy Quran clear to the Sahabas.
Everything must be found in the Holy Quran. Everything that everyone does must
therefore also be found in the Holy Quran. If a person says that this meeting or
association is not mentioned in the Holy Quran there will be danger for his Iman, for
his belief. Yes, if Allah Almighty says that everything is in the Quran, it must then be
so. This meeting too should be mentioned in it. The verse of the Holy Quran, Le fee
hee Zikrukum, is proof of this. Allah Almighty says “Oh! mankind you have been
mentioned in the Holy Quran”. “You cannot say “how can this be”? You must believe
in it.
You must believe in the endless Power of Allah Almighty, in Kudratallah. You have
been created weak; therefore do not try to measure huge things with your small mind.
Huge things belong to Allah Almighty and that is His attribute forever. He says that
everything about you is in the Holy Quran. You must believe in it. This is why the
Prophet, on whom be peace, gave “Thafseer” or explanations of the Holy Quran for a
period of over twenty years. Without this giving you cannot enter into these Oceans.
This is why you are not able to read Quran Kareem or the Hadees (Traditions) of the
Prophet and give an interpretation as to its meaning. You have not been authorised to
do this. Therefore you must not try to give meanings to this. Today however, people
who are not authorised are giving all types of meanings and interpretations of the
Hadees of the Prophet, on whom be peace, and they say “I know Thafseer, I know the
explanation”.
The Ulemas (Scholars) of days gone by authorised their successors and their
students only after teaching them for a period of time. This period may have been for
over ten years, fifteen years, twenty years, twenty five years, thirty years or maybe
even for over forty years. It is only after teaching their students for such a long period
of time that they gave their students the authority to speak to people about the Holy
Quran and the Hadees.
I am therefore ashamed to give the meaning of a verse (Ayah) of the Quran or of the
Hadees and to say that this is its meaning. Yes, I am ashamed to do this even though I
have the authority from my teacher under whom I learnt. He gave me this authority fifty
years ago. My teacher gave me authority in the traditional way. I was authorised to
speak on Quran Kareem and on Hadees. It was given to me in writing, “I am giving
authority to my student Muhammad Nazim bin Adil to speak to people on the Quran
and on the Hadees, I give that authority to him”.
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My teacher was also an authorised person. He was authorised by his teacher and
likewise and so on until from teacher to teacher it reaches to the authority of the
Beloved Rasoolullah , on whom be peace.
If a person gives meanings and interpretations to verses of Quran or Hadees and
addresses people on it, and also if that person has not been authorised to do so by
such an authority, he will be held responsible by Allah Almighty for the meanings that
he gives to people. It is wrong, yes, very wrong for unauthorised people to give Bayan
(religious preaching). They do not have permission to do that. Allah Almighty is their
witness when they interpret without authority. They carry entirely the responsibility for
this.
The Prophet Muhammed, on whom be peace, explained the meanings of the Quran
for a period of twenty three years. The Prophet, on whom be peace, also spoke many
Hadees during this period, perhaps millions of them. The Wahabi people take only a
few hundred Hadees from one book or the other and say that these are all the
Hadees that they accept to be the sayings of the Prophet. No! this cannot be so. The
Prophet spoke for a period of twenty three years after the revelation came to him. He
spoke not only for his Sahaba (Companions) but for the entirety of his Nation (Umma),
He spoke to teach the whole World. How can this be that he only spoke a few hundred
Hadees which are to be accepted?
Even when I speak to people they do not allow me to stop speaking. They want me to
speak more. I am nothing compared to the Prophet, on whom be peace. Then what
about the Prophet, on whom be peace, how much more would he have spoken. The
Prophet Muhammed, on whom be peace, is an Ocean of Knowledge. In comparison to
the knowledge of the Prophet, on whom be peace, the knowledge of all the Alims
(learned scholars) put together would be like a drop of water compared to the mighty
Oceans. Then how do we say that we know something.
People came from all over and from all directions to speak to the Prophet, on whom
be peace, and he spoke to all of them. They came like unending rivers and he spoke
to them. Therefore I am wondering why is it that out of all the things that the Prophet
said only a few hundred Hadees of the Prophet, on whom be peace, are today
acceptable to some people. Yes, he spoke so much and people are only accepting a
few Hadees.
When the revelation of the Quran (Wahi), came to the Prophet, on whom be peace,
he spoke to them about it, and he spoke so much else also. If people are not
accepting this they cannot accept the Risalath or Prophethood of Seyyadina
Muhammad, on whom be peace. These people claim that they are Doctors but they
are ignorant ones. Yes, they say that they have received their Doctorates from
England or from France or from some other such place. With their small minds they
say that this Hadees is true and that Hadees is false. They say that a certain Hadees
is weak and therefore it cannot be accepted. How can they say this? It is not Adab
(good manners) to say such a thing.
If a person relates to you a Hadees, it is Adab, a good manner to accept it for the
sake of the saying that it is a Hadees. This is giving respect to Rasoolullah , on whom
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be peace. You may however say that you have not heard of it before, but do not throw
it away and say that it is a weak Hadees. Yes, we must give this respect just for the
sake that it is a Hadees. It is a good manner to do so.
Today the whole culture of Islam has been put into one book or one volume. Is the
culture of Islam so small that you can do this? Therefore our levels of belief keep
getting gradually lower. It is slowly loosing its power. Our belief levels keep getting
weaker and weaker and then there shall not be the Power of Iman.
This is why people are suffering great calamities and have so many problems. There
is now not enough power for our Iman to be able to bring solutions for us. The Muslim
World today, because of this is like a boiling pot. The enemies of Islam are making
everything difficult for the Muslims and the Christian World is helping them to do this.
I heard recently that thousands of Muslims have been thrown out of their mosques
and their homes. Yet, the Islamic World is still quarrelling and fighting amongst
themselves. This is because our Iman levels have come down. Allah Almighty has
ordered us to be united and we are separated from each other.
The vast body of water that surrounds the land masses is known as an Ocean, It is
one of the great seas that divides the continents. A thimble is a cap that is used to
protect the end of the finger when pushing a needle through cloth. This being the
situation how one could put an Ocean into a thimble. Neither can a person put some
water from the Indian Ocean into a thimble and call that the Indian Ocean. But the
Wahabis are well known for this. They try to put some water into a thimble and call it
an Ocean.
A translator has only a little knowledge of the Quran and his knowledge can be
compared to a thimble and the Quran to an Ocean. He translates the Quran and says
that he has written the translation of the Quran and the interpretation of it.
The Quran Kareem is an Ocean. How can the Wahabis translate and interpret the
Quran? They cannot. They disrespect the Holy Quran by doing this. But the Saints
respect the Holy Quran when they say that the Holy Quran through every letter is like
an Ocean. Alif Laam Meem, these three letters are like three Oceans. Alif, contains an
Ocean of Knowledge. Therefore the Saints as a mark of respect would not interpret
less than 24,000 meanings on that letter Alif . The letter Laam has another 24,000
meanings, the minimum, and Meem at least another 24,000 meanings. Alif, Laam,
Meem contains at least three different meanings to each other. This is the reason that
it is not good for a person to bring down the meanings of the Holy Quran by giving
only a few meanings. This is why the Saints are ashamed to interpret even a verse of
the Holy Quran.
The Saints give at least a minimum of 24,000 meanings to each letter from the Holy
Quran. How then is it that these ordinary people give only a very few meanings and
say that, it is the interpretation. We cannot accept it because they cannot give as
much as a Saint. This being the situation can we accept their translation of the Holy
verses in a few sentences in English, French, German or any other language. They
say “this translation is according to my understanding”, we cannot accept this
because we do not get the proper translation or the interpretation. They are ignorant
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of the fact that the Divine Verses cannot be translated or interpreted even with their
high intellectual capacity. Hence, these people are exhibiting the highest degrees of
ignorance.
Therefore, in the early days, the the learned religious people did not allow the others
to interpret the Holy Quran because they knew that they did not have the knowledge
to do so. They also knew that those who listened to this interpretation would also
misunderstand and would be mislead, and as a result they would start loosing faith in
the Alims.
The Alim may look at the Holy Verses and give some meaning. Without an Alim you
cannot read Thafseer and you cannot read the translation. Even an Alim can only
give a few meanings. Therefore how can others translate or interpret these Holy
verses. A person should have personal knowledge through wisdom to interpret, but
even with that knowledge you must not translate the Quran or the Hadees.
Presently the Wahabis are trying to stop people from following the Imams. They tell
you to read the Quran and that you will find your way through the Quran. I would like
to ask them as to which Quran they are referring to, and is it the translation. They are
so foolish, and they are trying to direct people by way of their so called path by telling
them to follow only the translations and not the Imams or the Madhabs. They are
asking the people to find their own way without following Imam Shafi, Imam Hanafi,
Imam Hambali and Imam Maliki.

The Wahabis are advising people by telling them not to follow these Imams. Due to
these Wahabi teachings the Islamic World is in danger. It is a very difficult time for
Muslims throughout the Islamic World.
Each person is trying to translate the Quran and give his own view on it, and not the
Divine Meaning, because they cannot and the Wahabis are encouraging them to do
this. They are also trying to prevent people from following the Imams. This is a very
bad situation. The Islamic World is in danger. Therefore the only way that we can take
steps to mitigate the Wahabi‘s actions is by following an Imam and to follow the
Madhabs. If you follow you will be safe, if you do not follow you are in danger.
There are so many people who make Bayan. They cannot give Bayan, because they
have not been authorised by an Alim. Therefore they have no authority to give Bayan
and through this great danger, most people are being misled and only a very few
have survived in the right path. People who are trying to go out of Madhabs and who
do not follow Imams have fallen into a valley. No one can save them. But there is a
way that way is to follow the way of the four Imams. The mission of Shaitan and his
army is to change everything and to make people go in the wrong direction. May Allah
Almighty forgive and protect us and our belief from Shaitan.
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14- SAINTS ADDRESS THE SOULS while SCHOLARS ADDRESS THE MIND
The Importance of Sohbet
Tariqatuna as-sohbet wa khairu fi jamiat’- The way of our Tariqat is association with the
Sheikh and goodness lies in the congregation This is the root of our Tariqat. Allah
Almighty made Shah Naqshaband the main pillar of the most distinguished
Naqshabandi Order. He is one of the guides who take people on their way to the Divine
Presence, so that they never lose their direction towards Allah Almighty. He was saying:
“We are teaching people, so that they never lose their way, and their efforts never go
without benefit.”
It is a short way, a safe way, a happy way. Everyone is walking, moving by themselves,
or time makes them move. So many people are not moving, only time makes them
move. And at any moment they may reach to an end, as every beginning must have an
end. The movement of people must stop one day, and then they will find themselves in
front of two entrances. On one of them is written: ‘The Way of Paradise’, or the way on
which people reach to the Divine Presence. On the second entrance is written: ‘The
Way of Hell’, who steps through that entrance should be taken to Hell. There is no
safety on that way. It is a terrible end.
Day by day we are approaching that day. One more day has passed. It is going to be
one day less, and the day will come when we reach to that entrance. The Naqshabandi
Order is taking people in a direction, where their destination in the end will be Paradise.
It is the way of the Prophets and the Saints. It is difficult for our egos but happiness for
our souls. Everything that is going to be difficult for our egos finally should give us an
enjoyment, a pleasure.
Most people are carried on the second way, and Shaitan is walking ahead of them with
his devils and soldiers. Who follows that way finally should reach the entrance to Hell.
Why are they going on that way? They are running after it, because their egos are
enjoying that way.
If you are not using your will-power, your ego will take you in that dangerous direction.
Every association in our Tariqat makes people to pay attention, so they don’t follow
their ego, but follow the way of the Saints and Prophets. Every association with the
Sheikh gives a spiritual power to our soul, so that we may be able to use our will-power
against our ego’s will. If you are not taking power, spiritual power, it is difficult to prevent
yourself from following your ego.
Therefore we are in need of those people who have spiritual power and who may also
give support to our spirituality, so that we can be able to say to our physical demands,
to our ego: “No, I am not following you, I am following the way of the Saints and
Prophets!”
Every association gives that power secretly through your soul. Whether you know it or
not, feel it or not, doesn’t matter. But this power must be given through every
association. It is not important, what we say, or what we hear. What are we saying
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here? Even if I am reading a newspaper, it doesn’t matter. You are in the operationroom, and you are covered. What is important is to attend the association of the
Sheikh, and his spiritual power will go through everyone. When you are sitting here,
blessings are coming from Heavens, coming from Allah Almighty, and those blessings
make you powerful. We may say anything through our associations, and it doesn’t
matter. Even if you hear it or not, or you make yourself keep those orders or not. To be
here, to attend the association of the Naqshabandi Order, gives you that spiritual
power, which makes your soul to be stronger than your ego. Your spiritual power is
increasing, so that you can use your will-power against your ego. You may even say: “I
can never remember what sheikh says.” Sheikh’s address is not to your minds. Ulema
and scholars address your mind; Awliya, Saints address your souls. Therefore, anytime
when you are faced with something, what your soul has alreadycaught and kept
reaches you at that time and gives you that power.
Therefore association with the Sheikh is a most important pillar in the Naqshabandi
Order. Always we are under the spiritual supervision of the Sheikh. But our physical
body also has a right to visit him at least once a year. It may be every week, or every
month, or once in 40 days, but don’t make it longer than 40 days not to come for an
association. This will keep a person going towards his destination, Paradise.
Now, in our days, there are going to be less and less people, who have been
authorized in such a way. If they are not authorized and they are only imitating it gives
power also, but when authorized people make association their full power comes
through your hearts, and the heart is the station of the Sultan, the Throne of the
Sultan. The Sultan’s power runs around your physical body to take it towards its
direction and destination.
The Seal of Prophets, Muhammad, (Peace be upon him) taught his companions, above
all else association, by taking them as his companions, by entering them into
association with him. Accordingly, the Inheritors of the Prophet, the Naqshabandi
Masters, stress the importance of “Sohbet”, association with the Sheik, as the essential
pillar in the training of seekers. Shah Naqshaband, the illustrious Imam of the line of
Masters that we follow, the Imam after whom the Path is named and without whom there
would be no Naqshabandi Tariqat, always used to repeat in his assemblies: “Our Way
is Sohbet, association, and all good things result from congregating”. He furthermore
stated that if anyone attended an assembly of this way even for five or ten minutes, he
would derive such immense spiritual benefit from that brief encounter so as to outweigh
the benefits that would be gained by seven years of supererogatory worship.
Another important point to understand is that whenever any group of our brothers or
sisters meet for the sake of Allah Almighty, unanimously joining their hearts with the
Masters of this way, that meeting will attain to the level of an association with the kind of
beneficial effects just described. Don’t make the mistake of thinking that the only
beneficial meeting is the one where the Sheik is physically in attendance. When our
brothers or sisters meet, one of them must be the channel for inspiration to come from
the Sheik, one must speak and the others listen; one must take from the Sheik and the
others, through him from the Sheik. The Naqshanbandi Way is the Sufi Path adhering
most closely to the practices of the Holy Prophet (Sal), and association in this manner
was his way, and the way of his companions, as he always appointed a leader to
preside in his absence.
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If you cannot find anyone for association, even two Mureeds can come and sit together.
They may say: “Audhu bi’llahi mina shaitani rajim, Bismillahir Rahmanir Rahim”, and
then one of them can say: “La ilaha illallah” , and the other one: “Muhammad Rasulu’
llah”- and they may ask: “Oh our Lord, keep us on Your right path, the way of Your
Anbiya and Awliya. Keep us and prevent Shaitan and devils from affecting us, protect
us against their tricks and traps!”. A few minutes is enough, and that mercy may cover
them and protect them.
May Allah bless you and shelter your physical body and protect our souls from falling
into the hands of devils. May He make a way for those who fall into their hands to save
themselves. We are asking for real power for our Naqshibandi Order to collect people,
and to move towards Allah Amighty’s Divine Presence.
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15 - THE GENERAL AMNESTY and OCEANS OF MERCY
- Faith granted to everyone
My Grandsheikh was saying that the gates of Paradise are open for all to enter; and
according to the hadith of the Holy Prophet, Allah Almighty has parceled out Paradise,
assigning to everyone his portion, and not allowing anyone to occupy the portion that
has been assigned to another. What this means is that Allah Almighty has given to
His servants before they ever ask for anything, has given with a generosity that is
absolute, as He doesn’t wait for us to ask that then He may give us according to our
requests, He gives unbesought.

Our Grandsheikh went on to say that Allah Almighty treats His people in this life with
the absolute Mercy emanating from His Divine Name Ar-Rahman (The All-Beneficent).
No one can fall outside of the bounds of a mercy and a beneficence that is boundless,
as is the mercy implicit in the Holy Name Ar-Rahman. Don’t ever think that the mercy
oceans belonging to this Divine Name has any shore – no – they are boundless and
endlessly deep, and so they ever will remain. You must know that Allah is never going
to take back anything which He has granted to His servants, and that even to think
such a thing is unbelief (Kufr) and the worst thought that we can think about our Lord.
Yes, our Lord gave to us all a grant never ending, and that grant is faith.

What we are listening to now of Grandsheikh’s words is not knowledge of the sort that
we may be accustomed to hearing – it may seem new and strange to our ears, but
nonetheless it is the truth from the secrets which are opened up day by day to the
Saints (Awliya). Allah Almighty granted faith to the Sons of Adam on the Day of
Promises, the day when the souls of all the descendants of Adam were brought forth
from his backbone and asked by their Lord: “Am I not your Lord?” We were all
present on that day – looking to our Lord, talking to Him, knowing Him – and we
replied: “Yea, verily. We testify that You are our lord.” (Surat-ul-Araf : 172).

That faith was granted to everyone, but Divine Wisdom decreed that in this life some
people’s faith would remain covered while that of others would appear. The Holy
Prophet said in regards to this: “The hearts of the Sons of Adam contain treasures,
and the keys to the hearts are in the Hand of our Lord.” Therefore, if He is not going
to open the hearts, no one can- not even His Beloved Muhammad, for whose sake the
whole creation was created.

If you understand that faith is present in all of mankind, you must be very respectful
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towards each one of them and you must understand that only with Allah Almighty’s
permission are you believing and showing your faith, while someone else is not
showing faith only because his Lord has not opened it up for him. You must
understand the matter like this, and never say about anyone, “He is an unbeliever’, who can know what will be the state of any person at the end of his life? The key to
the hearts is in the Hand of the Almighty, and what will become of each person in the
end is a secret known in its entirety only to Allah Himself; even the Prophet can only
know something about this matter within defined limits. On the Day of Promises, Allah
Almighty granted faith to His servants, and He is not going to take it away from them –
perhaps they will declare their faith upon breathing their last breath – such is Allah’s
mercy. Allah Almighty is keeping and hiding so many mercy oceans which are
destined for His servants.

(A question was asked) : “Mevlana, it is easy enough for me to understand how
someone who dies a slow death from a long and torturous disease may have time to
reflect on his life, and realizing his helplessness, believe and turn to Allah in
repentance (Taubah) even though he was the most stubborn unbeliever and evildoer
up until that time; but what I can’t comprehend is how someone who is, for example,
shot and killed while in the act of committing a heinous crime, may attain repentance
despite the suddenness of his death.”

(Sheikh Nazim replied) : Allah may create time within time. The time that it takes that
bullet to kill him may seem very short to us, but for that person Allah may make it a
very long instant indeed, long enough for him to reflect upon his whole life and repent
unto his Lord. Isn’t Allah Almighty capable of extracting a confession from His slave?
– He most certainly is.

(Question) : “But, Mevlana, how shall we understand all the verses of Qur’an which
speak about eternal Hell with no exit?’

(Answer) : Allah Almighty says in one verse of the Qur’an : “And we don’t send our
verses (Ayat) except to frighten (Takhweefeh).” In other words, ‘To scare the hell out
of people.’ For example, you may say to your son, “If you don’t stop doing that I will
kill you!” In reality, you are never going to do any such thing, but that warning may
just be sufficient to make him listen to what you are saying and to desist from that
disliked action.

(Question) “ “Mevlana, why is it that the meanings we derive when we read the Qura’n
seem to contradict the hidden meanings which you are uncovering?”
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(Answer) : Here I have some salt; it is a white powder that we use in most of our
foods. Who could guess that it consists of two poisons that would kill whoever
consumed them? Also, here we have some water – who could guess that it consists of
two gases – two hydrogen atoms and one of oxygen? He who knows, knows, and he
who doesn’t know sees only the obvious and apparent. The latter may deny, but his
denial won’t make him right.

“My Mercy outdoes My Anger”
Similarly, people read the Holy Quran and understand it on their respective levels;
they may deny anything beyond their level of understanding, but their denial doesn’t
decrease in the least the validity of the deeper truth, truth which cannot be gained
merely through outward study, but is given as a grant from the Divine Presence.

Grandsheikh, speaking about the final results of our actions (Aqiba) and Allah’s
manner of judging them, pointed to Allah’s word: “My Mercy outdoes My Anger”, and
he said: “For me, these are the greatest good tidings, as it gives me hope of my
safety from Hell to know that Allah Almighty’s Mercy will come and cover everything on
the Last Day”

That Divine Forgiveness will cover so many people on that day; and the Prophet said
that even Satan will be seeking forgiveness, and hoping that it may come to him also,
but more than this the Prophet didn’t say.

Grandsheikh said that nothing from the actions of Allah Almighty’s servants will be a
burden on Allah; don’t ever think that it could be. Now, listen carefully to the following
description which is recorded in the Holy Books: on the Day of Judgment, Allah
Almighty will order a person to Hell, and the Angels will grab him and start dragging
him to the fire. When he realizes that this is really happening he will turn to his Lord
and say: “Oh my Lord, I never thought that You would really put me in the fire of Hell.”
Allah then orders: “Bring him back.” He was such an evil person, did so many dark
deeds and listened always to the dictates of his lower self, but he never lost hope in
his Lord’s Mercy for him and His reprieving him from Hell. We can be proud of being
our Lord’s servants, even if we are not obedient ones – proud that He is such a
merciful Lord who will reprieve so many of us from the jaws of Hell, and admit them to
Paradise.

My Grandsheikh was saying that there are different stations for each person in
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Paradise that Allah gave without their ever having been asked for; that is His favour
and His grant unto His servants which he has communicated to them through His
Prophets. When our Grandsheikh was saying that even disobedient servants will also
finally attain Allah Almighty’s Mercy, he quickly drew our attention to the following
important point: “Oh my son, I am saying that with Allah’s Endless Mercy everyone
should finally enter Paradise. Such considerations, however, are for the common
people, and we are not seeking to stay at that level. We are asking for the highest
station, the greatest pleasure, the highest degree for His servants: the stations of
Ridwan-Allah-ul-Akbar. With those servants our Lord will be absolutely pleased, and
they, in turn, will be absolutely pleased with their Lord.

Here is the answer to a question that anyone who is striving hard in the way of his
Lord and obeying his commandments may ask: “Why should we make a great effort to
please Allah if there is a good chance that he will forgive us anyway?” The answer is:
The degrees in the Divine Presence of those who have made efforts must differ from
the degrees of those who were complacent in this life.

The Two Paradises
Grandsheikh was saying, quoting the Holy Qur’an, that there are two Paradises: one
of them is the real Paradise and the other is but a shadow or copy of it. Allah Almighty
is going to give to His servants according to what were their wishes and desires in this
life. Whoever was satisfied with this life’s pleasures, and preferred them to the love of
his Lord, asking for ever more pleasures in everything of this world, and giving the
love of Allah the second place in his heart, Allah will give him what he loves most: a
Paradise full of pleasures: splendid gardens, luxurious castles and lovely virgin girls –
all these gifts will be of a beauty unimaginable, incomparable to any beauty on Earth.

The original Paradise in the Divine Presence and the highest station (Maq’adu Sidq)
is entirely different from the shadow Paradise. The Prophet said that in that Paradise
there are no palaces, no gardens and no girls. In their place one will find the Lord’s
smiling, radiant Countenance. In the first Paradise, the shadow Paradise, the people
will regard their Lord’s Divine Countenance once a week at the time that we now pray
the weekly congregational prayer (Salat ul-Jum’a). When they take a look at His Face
they will forget all else; the Divine lights from His Divine Face will make them forgetful
of everything else, this will occupy them until the veils of Majestic Grandeur are
lowered; then they will return to their selves. When they are gazing at their Lord’s
Countenance, they are taken from themselves and are no more there, but when the
Veil of Grandeur is lowered, the inhabitants of that Paradise come to themselves and
proceed to enjoy their paradisiacal pleasures more than ever – everything will appear
new and full of more light than before. But for those who worked in this life for His
pleasure, Allah is taking them to His Divine Presence and not letting them out. That is
the real Paradise. Our Grandsheikh was saying that to be in the Divine Presence for
only one second, he would give all the eight Paradises – it is so valuable an
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experience.

In general, the people now living in this life like it more than they like the worship of
their Lord, for which they are making only minimal efforts. In their hearts, this life
takes the first place and Allah takes the second; in the afterlife, they will find
everything according to what was their liking here on Earth. The inhabitants of both
Paradises will be perfectly pleased with their Lord: those who are in the Divine
Presence will be pleased, and the inhabitants of the Gardens will also be pleased –
everyone will be content. Now, you are all free to chose: If you prefer physical
enjoyments, you will find what you are accustomed to, but if, in this life, you cultivate
love for your Lord in your hearts, then, in that life, you will find His Presence.

For each group there will be eternal improvement – everyone will be improving within
their stations. Allah Almighty will bestow on them ever increasing bounties, always
corresponding to their levels. For example, an immature child is not going to enjoy
the company of adults – he will rather seek the company of other children – just as an
adult will not be content among children; and so, in the afterlife, each will blossom on
his own branch and will never look to his position as being in the least deficient: there
will be no envy on the part of the inhabitants of the lower Paradise in regards to those
of the higher realms, for their satisfaction with their Lord’s favour will be complete.

The effigy
A QUESTION WAS ASKED AT THIS POINT: “Mevlana, in the light of these good
tidings from the secrets of the Holy Qur’an, namely: that Allah’s Mercy encompasses
all, that the mere assumption of Allah’s Mercy is sufficient for attaining it, and that
neither body nor soul will shoulder the blame for bad actions and will thus escape
punishment – in the light of these teachings the element of fear seems to be negated.
So many of us came to Islam because of the fear of Hell that we feel when we read
about it in the Holy Qur’an; won’t this news of Allah’s All-Embracing Mercy eliminate
the fear of Hell as a deterrent of bad actions?”
The Sheikh answered:
We can understand that punishment is Allah’s way of purifying the servant for his
entry into bliss. Many people will suffer in their graves, on the Day of Resurrection
and in the fires of Hell. Absolute Justice will reprieve both body and soul from
punishment, and forgiveness will be granted; but from those dirty actions which have
come out of the interaction of body and soul, Allah will create shapes in the exact
likeness of the sinners to represent them in Hell. This likeness or effigy will be just as
dirty as those actions were, and it will stay in Hell until it is cleaned. In the face of this
punishment, one will suffer intensely – his shame will be so great, and at that time so
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difficult to bear, that he will wish for the Earth to swallow him.

There is a famous tradition (Hadith) from the Holy Prophet which will shed more light
upon the point in question. He said that once a man died and was laid in his grave
where two Angels came to question him, saying: “Who is your Lord? What is your
religion? Who is your Prophet? And what is the Book that he brought?” He withstood
this interrogation and gave all the correct answers, so that, when the angels left, an
opening formed in his grave and through this entered a person of such beauty,
elegance and delightful fragrance that he couldn’t turn his eyes away from him. He
had never seen such a magnificent person, and his happiness at beholding him was
so great that, if it could have been divided among the whole World, no one would
have remained sad. He asked that radiant person: “Oh my Lord’s servant, who might
you, be?” That person replied with the sweetest voice: “I am your good actions. My
Lord created me from the good actions performed throughout your life, and now I am
your friend and companion forever.”

Then the Prophet went on to say that if, however, a person has spent his life
committing evil deeds and then, in his grave, is not able to answer the questions of
the Angels correctly, there will come to him a person so ugly, so vile and so wile
impossible to imagine. How do you feel when a scorpion or a cobra is creeping up
upon you? The disgust and repulsion he will feel at the sight of his horrible shape will
be far in excess of that, and he will be thinking only of how he could escape from that
grave, but it is impossible and every way he turns he will be facing that hideous
apparition. You cannot imagine the distress he will find himself in. Finally, that horrid
shape will take him in its arms and embrace him, exuding such a stench, that if you
were to smell it now, you would not be able to eat for the next forty days.

Then the person in the grave will say: “I seek refuge in Allah from you! Who are you?”
The vile creature will answer: “Don’t you recognize me? You were with me all your life
and you were very proud of me; I accompanied you to so many bars, casinos and
houses of ill repute, and now you will not know me? I am your bad actions; I carried
you all your life, and now you must carry me – I shall be with you until Judgement
Day.” Then, he and his bad actions will lie in that grave, and for that reason the grave
is called ‘the box of works’.

On the Day of Resurrection, Allah orders for the effigy of those bad actions to be
thrown into Hell, while the person stands on the heights between paradise and Hell (AlA’raf) to observe, in a state of shame and contrition, the punishment being dealt out to
him, unto the form of his bad actions. Then, finally, when he has been cleansed of
those dirty actions, he is freed of them and passes on to the gates of Paradise.
There he finds two springs, two pools of water big enough for the whole Nation of
Mankind (Ummah) to bathe in. In the first spring, all those who enter it will be
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transformed physically, so that they emerge in a form befitting the inhabitants of
Paradise: if they be male, they will come out as handsome as the Prophet Yusuf and if
they be women, they will be transformed into equivalent beauties. From the second
spring they will drink, and this drink will eliminate all of the ego’s bad characteristics.
Both physically and spiritually clean, handsome and excellent, they will pass through a
gate so wide that one billion people may pass at one time; but immediately on entering
Paradise, each one will find his own private way to his own private Paradise, where he
will be with his loved ones.

That is the final destination, but along the way one will encounter many troubles, as
the results of bad actions are sufferings. The Prophet said that his Nation (Umma)
would often find punishment in this life rather than in the next and that each of those
sufferings in this World would amount to forgiveness there. This applies to all people
after the time of Muhammed, Peace be upon him, for now all people belong to his
Nation, whether they like it or not. There now remains no Nation belonging to any of
the former Prophets, as their time has passed and gone. This is the time of the Last
Prophet, and, at the end of time, Isa (alai) will return and announce that he and all
Prophets before him are followers of Muhammed, on whom be Peace.

The General Amnesty
Allah Almighty has created Hell for the purpose of cleaning and purifying, as He does
not like to make people suffer without wisdom. This is Grandsheikh’s understanding
and it was also Sheikh Muhiyuddin Ibn al Arabi’s understanding of the Holy Tradition
(Hadith Qudsi): “My Mercy surpasses My Anger.” Therefore, we may hope for the
final outcome to be a ‘General Amnesty’ for everyone, and we are pleased by that
prospect. For example, you may be in a palace full of every comfort, but the fact that
there are suffering people outside your palace prevents you from being truly happy;
when, however, you learn that all those people have attained mercy according to their
levels, you will feel relieved and say: “Now Allah has expanded His encompassing
Mercy to everyone”.

It is a good manner to always think about our own egos as being worthy of eternal
punishment in Hell. We can hope for reprieve only through Allah’s All-encompassing
Mercy, and we ought never to assume that we will be the first to enter Paradise;
instead, we should always think to ourselves: “I am the worst and my ego is the
dirtiest; were it not for Allah’s Mercy, I would surely be destined for Hell. My only hope
is His Forgiveness”.

In a famous hadith the Prophet, peace be upon him, is related to have said: “To him
who knows no mercy, no mercy will be shown.” The merciless person in whose heart
there is no wish for mercy for anyone, he will himself not taste of mercy. Mercy
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attracts more mercy, cruelty attracts cruelty, badness draws badness and goodness
draws goodness. But mercy dwells in the hearts of all true believers and therefore, in
the face of the punishment, so many saints will run forward offering to take the
punishment of so many others upon themselves – this is the degree of mercy and self
sacrifice their hearts have attained – however, it is not Allah’s way to lay any burden
or punishment on his saints in the afterlife, nor to punish any individual for sins he has
not committed.
N
Sultan Al-Arifin, Abu Yazid Al-Bistami, once said: “Oh my Lord, You have Power over
all things and You have absolute Power to do anything You wish to do; therefore, I am
asking You now to make my body so big as to fill the seven Hells, so that no place
remains for other people. Every punishment You would give to Your people, pour it
on me instead.” Then came the Divine reply: “Oh My servant, are you trying to
compete with Me in generosity and mercy whereas I am the Most Merciful of the
Merciful (Arham-ur-Rahimeen), the Most Generous of the Generous (Akram-ulAkrameen)? All your generosity and mercy is only like a drop in an endless ocean
compared to My Mercy and Generosity that I am giving out to My servants every
minute, and I demand of you no blood sacrifice.”

Grandsheikh says” “Whenever I speak on this subject, I am always asking Divine
Permission to bring out more and more good tidings of Allah’s endless Mercy and
Generosity Now we are giving these good tidings, and if you are not receiving them
with welcome, then you are only making yourselves suffer. If there is anyone
objecting and saying that there must be eternal Hell, then he may go there. We are
trying to pull them into our Lord’s Mercy Oceans – but they intend to put everyone in
Hell, and they never think that they themselves will enter it; therefore they are
agonized and outraged by our good tidings to the servants of our Lord.”
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